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WGN Radio Gets New Space

INSIDE
HOME STANDALONE

For Jim Carollo, it was areturn to full-time duty

•Remember what standalone' Internet
radio looked like in 2000?

BY SCOTT FYBUSH

— Page 6

— For most of its nine
decades of broadcasting, Chicago's
WGN Radio has been closely associated
with one address: the famed Tribune
Tower that anchors the southern end of
Michigan Avenue's Magnificent Mile.
CHICAGO

AN APP
FOR THAT
•The smartphone
has become a
handy app dispenser for all kinds
of radio uses.
— Page 18

'
IISTORICAL GEMS
)avid Gleason's
americartradiohistory.com
)reserves long-forgotten
iistorical gems.
— Page 22
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company Tribune Co. decided to lease
WGN's prime ground-floor space facing Pioneer Court to arestaurant — and
it needed the space quickly.
That meant abusy year for WGN's
chief engineer, Jim Carollo, a veteran
of 42 years. He'd been settling into a
peaceful semi-retirement when then-

General Manager Tom Langmyer called
him back to full-time duty to relocate
WGN from the very studios Carol lo had
designed and built back in 1986, afacility Langmyer recalls as "the envy of all
American radio" when it opened.
"I said, ' Hey, you know what,
wouldn't it be great to have your legacy
be this new thing instead of just the end
(continued on page 32)

le FACILITY
PROFILE
While the station moved away in
1961 to anew joint radio-TV facility a
few miles away near Wrigley Field, the
radio side of WGN returned to Tribune
Tower in 1986, occupying a spacious
suite of offices and studios on the south
side of the building's ground floor that
included aprominent "showcase studio"
fronting on Michigan Avenue.
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THE TIMETABLE
As those studios hit the quartercentury mark, WGN radio management
began thinking about a move, even
drawing up plans for areturn to WGN's
TV building.
But the push for a move went into
high gear in late 2011, when parent
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'Radio Is Innovative Again'
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Paul Brenner, Radio World's Excellence in
Engineering Award recipient, takes the long
view about our industry.
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Riding Out Hurricane Sandy

broadcast gear from

Cumulus Satellite, WNBC(TV) and Clear Channel

copie you trust

Lowest Prices and
Largest Inventory
on EVERYTHING
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Always in Control
This networkable modular control surface is
jam-packed with essential features, including a
stunning high-resolution meter bridge.
•Low-profile, table-top form factor
•Digital clock/timer
•Four stereo busses

in WOR's transmitter fjeld in
Rutherford, N.J., the water level
was 10 feet above normal -—, right

•
WheatNet-IP Mix Engine BLADE included
•Available in many configurations
LX-24-1616 16 faders List $227324:06

to the tops of the tower rpads.

Contact BSW For Lowest Prices
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She thinks I'm
the coolest lcuz I
saved her afew
Kat BSW!

Reliable AM Monitor
This AM Reference Receiver and Modulation
Monitor is specially designed to give you
accurate AM readings with Hybrid Digital
(IBOC) transmissions.
•Easy menu- navigated setup and operation
•Front- panel alarms and rear- panel tallies
•Weatherproof directional loop .3ntenna
included
525-00 List 52,450,00
Contact BSW For Lowest Prices

BY THOMAS R. RAY Ill
Oct. 29 and 30 saw what was possibly
the worst storm to come up the East
Coast. Superstorm Sandy made landfall
as a Category 1 hurricane at Seaside
Heights/Tom's River, N.J., approximately 58 miles south of New York City.

Fl RSTPERSON
As I wrote this article in November,
thousands in New Jersey and on Long
Island still had not had power restored.
Imake my remark about Sandy being
possibly the worst storm to hit the New
York City area based on a statement
made by my barber, Tony, who is almost
102 and is the world's oldest practicing
barber per the Guinness Book of World
Records. Tony told me he had never.
ever seen astorm as bad as Sandy.
Hurricanes rotate counter-clockwise.
Making landfall south of New York City
meant that the New York area would be

on the northeast quadrant of the storm.
This quadrant of a hurricane pushes
water. Storm surge was a huge issue
with this one.
The WOR(AM) studios are in lower
Manhattan, two blocks north of Wall
Street on the west side of Broadway.
Manhattan is an island and is divided
by officials into four evacuation zones.
Evacuation Zone A ends literally at the
back door of Ill Broadway. The rest of
the building is in Evacuation Zone B.
Zone A is the first area that would
flood. The WOR studios have a diesel generator for power backup with
approximately three days of fuel. We
also have amicrowave STL that repeats
through 4Times Square in midtown, in
addition to two T1 circuits to the transmitter in Rutherford, N.J.
Being on the third floor, it would not
be a major issue for personnel to get
from the lobby to the studios even without power and therefore elevators. We
tested the generator before the weekend

and made sure the fuel level was up to
the top.
At the transmitter, we are in a literal swamp. When we built the site
in Rutherford, N.J., which you've read
about here in the pages of Radio World,
we found that 100-year flood stage is
nine feet. We built the site at 13 feet.
In this case, that proved fortuitous. We
have a 4,000 gallon diesel tank at the
site that had 2,000 gallons in it. enough
for four and ahalf days.
Since our satellite-delivered programming is downlinked at the transmitter, Iremoved the remote equipment
from the WOR van and proceeded to
put together asmall studio,. just in case.
Two audio inputs would prove to be
crucial: audio from adigital television
tuned to WNBC(TV) in New York on
Channel 4, and the same audio from a
DirecTV receiver.
WOR and WNBC(TV) have an
agreement that, should WOR need to,
(continued on page 10)
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He Emphasizes ' Innovation' Over ' Legacy'
Brenner believes radio can be innovative again
has the ear of upper management, and
not only within his own company.

WHAT'S NEXT IS NEXTRADIO
Brenner's labor in the area of smartphones is one big reason for this award.
Right now he and Emmis Communications are promoting their NextRadio
app to the wireless industry. It is a
receiver application for FM- and HD
Radio-enabled smartphones that allows
a user to listen to local radio
without using the data plan
for streaming, yet it
takes advantage of
the data channel
to add interactivity. It was funded
in part by NAB
Labs and is in
final beta testing
in preparation for
a launch on several smartphones
and carrier networks.
"We walk into carriers and pitch it." he told
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EDITOR
Paul McLane

when it pairs its open mic with the smartphone
Paul Brenner is the recipient of Radio
World's 2012 Excellence in Engineering
Award. For this honor we choose individuals who represent the highest ideals
of the U.S. radio broadcast engineering profession and reflect those ideals
through contributions to the industry.
Brenner is senior vice president and
chief technology officer for Emmis
Communications. He also is president of
the Broadcaster Traffic Consortium, of
which Emmis was afounding member.
For us, Brenner embodies the evolving nature of radio engineering and
technical management. He's not only
technical ( indeed, a self-described
geek), but he's also entrepreneurial,
business-savvy, wise to the ways of promotion and eager to help radio find new
ways of doing things.
Longtime readers know my belief
that radio's technical leaders must earn
"a place at the table" with the CEOs and
GMs who chart our industry course.
Paul Brenner — like many of our past
honorees such as Mike Starling, Gary
Kline and Jeff Littlejohn — definitely

FROM THE

Paul Brenner
me. "It takes me five
minutes to get some of
the most technologically innovative people to
say, ' Radio is innovative
again. You've married
the open mic with adevice
that someone looks at 40 to
50 times aday."
Brenner hopes leaders in radio
will come to see that big deals with the
carrier industry to get FM radio into
smartphones is crucial to radio's longterm viability.
"It's going to mean money, it's going
to mean investment," he says. But radio
organizations should not forget the value
of their analog FM spectrum too. He'd
like to see our industry spend less time
on debates over things like Internet royalties, and focus more on radio's "secret
value" — marrying its over-the-air product with the interactive angle. Wireless
executives, Brenner insists, understand
this value and are ready to respond to it.
Brenner agreed with my assessment
that getting cell carriers to turn on FM
in their phones has been "a slog." His
boss, Emmis Chairman, President and
CEO Jeff Smulyan, has been focused
on that goal for some four years. But
Brenner believes the path Emmis is taking is the correct one.
"We spent alot of time as an industry
arguing with the wireless industry on a
regulatory basis and on a scale basis,
[telling them] ' we have 275 millions of
listeners, we do public service, our onair inventory is powerful, we provide
EAS.' That was the tack for so long."
Often, carmakers, handset manufacturers and Internet software firms see
radio as a " legacy business," amedium
with good listenership that is cheap to
build products for, but one that does not
bring them growth.
"As alegacy business you really have to

demonstrate innovation to get their attention. The wireless industry looks at us and
says, ' You're trying to ride on our backs.
That's not the way this world works."
Smulyan and Brenner prefer adifferent path, one in which radio approaches
the wireless companies with the goal of
being an innovative partner and supplier.
The NextRadio app fits with that
philosophy, he said.
"It took me 10 minutes to get my first
handset maker to say, 'Hey let's build our
first NextRadio smartphones next year.'
We're seeing good progress. We are at that
tipping point." (Look for an announcement on that development soon.)

MONEY IN THE DIGITAL PIPEUNE
Meantime, the Broadcaster Traffic
Consortium is now six years old, and
"we're growing like pre-IPO Groupon,"
he said with alaugh. "It's like somebody
lit afire."
The independent consortium consists of broadcast groups that connected
their infrastructure to create a North
American network to distribute data via
terrestrial FM and HD Radio signals.
The Nokia Location and Commerce
division provides the data about traffic,
weather and fuel prices.
At inception, the consortium consisted of eight groups and about 100
stations in 50 cities. It currently has 20
commercial and noncommercial radio
organizations representing about 1,500
FM stations, more than half of them
digital, and now close to 200 stations
active in approximately 90 markets in
the United States and Canada.
BTC is in the third phase of growth.
In fact Brenner told me the consortium
has just agreed to expand again, up to 24
radio groups by the middle of next year,
and covering more than 100 cities. "We
are responding to device and automaker
demands for more HD Radio coverage
and preparing for more product releases
in 2013. More market coverage means
more unit sales."
Thus the data capabilities of radio,
Brenner said, are being converted into
revenue for BTC members every day.
For a broadcaster, BTC is a cloudbased service, designed as SaaS (software as a service), so it involves minimal work for the station. ("Stay on the
air, that's all Iask:' Brenner says.)
RDS is part of that; but the BTC is,
explicitly, an "HD Radio data distribution consortium business model," and
one of its stated goals is to unify the
industry for delivery of HD data services.
(continued on page 5)
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"We're showing that HD Radio is
beating satellite and mobile broadband
in a very specific business:' Brenner
said, and he feels the pitch is working.
At arecent Detroit conference for suppliers of location-based services to automakers, he said, device maker Garmin
gave HD Radio a very public endorsement for its ability to deliver data to the
dashboard. HD Radio was ranked as the
best technology for mass-market content such as traffic and weather.
When a device that features Nokia
content via HD Radio is sold, BTC gets
a share of the license fee that Nokia
charges the customer for content. Nokia
licenses dynamic content to device makers and automakers, and BTC gets acut
for providing HD Radio coverage for
distribution.

did it to make HD Radio something
that would compete more successfully
with satellite." And he thinks we'll see
anotable development in that area soon.
"Next year, it's very likely that certain cars will have satellite telematics
removed and HD Radio will replace
it — a ginormous strategic win for
radio, taking away satellite telematics
subscribers." And another win for HD
Radio as adata delivery platform.
THE LONG VIEW
Brenner has said he takes a "long view"
of broadcasting. Iasked what he meant.
"There are alot of people in the industry who do very well by being the best
on-air broadcasters they can be. They
fight for localism and ratings," he replied.
"The short view is to keep operating

'Let's talk about apps, let's talk about software.
... What is the technology you have that fits into where
the world is going?'
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"More manufacturers are choosing
HD Radio for data. ... Garmin was all
RDS before; now they have six HD products, and they're working to make all
their portable nay devices based on HD
Radio. That could be worth up to 2million units ayear." All told, he said, there
are about 12 million devices in the market relying on BTC-delivered signals, a
number that is growing by approximately
1to 2million devices ayear.
"The founding members didn't do
this for money," he continued "They

radio the way you are, and take the risks
that all the things that evolve around
you dissolve away your success. For me
the long view is [to ask], what are the
evolutions of the world around us and
how do we fit into those?"
Thankfully for Brenner, he works
for an executive who seems to think the
same way.
"Smulyan tells me, ' Don't do anything that takes advantage of your brethren. Do things that benefit your industry.' ... Jeff loves entrepreneurial people.

Ilearned a long time ago that if Iwas
going to get aseat at the executive table,
I had to bring entrepreneurial ideas.
He expects the traditional technology
expertise; but you have to step beyond
that. ' Bring me ideas that show growth
potential. Don't [just] be acost center. —
Through his work, Brenner now also
enjoys relationships with other industry executives like Bruce Reese, Peter
Smyth, Ginny Morris, Caroline Beasley,
Doug Franklin, Dan Mason and David
Field, among others.
"I have to be able to step into that
arena. I have to talk like a business
person. Our entire industry needs to do
that. ... There needs to be a lot more
time spent on things that have nothing
to do with ' traditional engineering.' It's
not just keeping the systems on the air
every day. Let's talk about apps, let's
talk about software. ... What is the
technology you have that fits into where
the world is going?"
Brenner is 44 and lives in Indianapolis with his wife Carly and daughter. In
addition to the work described above, he
also served on the FCC Communications
Security, Reliability and Interoperability
Council body that wrote rules for new
EAS CAP standards. He is active on
the NAB Radio Technology Committee
as well as the National Radio Systems
Committee.
For encouraging productive relationships with the wireless industry, for innovating in digital data distribution, for
leading a consortium of competitors to
business and technology success, Paul
Brenner is our recipient of the Radio
World Excellence in Engineering Award.
Comment on this or any story. Write
to radioworldenbmeclia.com.
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Whither Standalone Internet Radio?
Internet radio is succeeding though not in the exact format we expected
BY JAMES CARELESS
The am hor writes the column Radionet for the international edition of Radio World.
Radio World has been
covering the convergence of
radio and the Internet since
the mid- 1990s. Yes, we were
there when RealPlayer v.1 was
launched.
In those early days of audio
streaming, we were on the
lookout for the first " true"
Internet radio. This would be
a radio- like appliance that
would tune Web broadcasters
the same way that one tunes to
AM and FM stations.
The Kerbango Internet Radio: What Internet
At the time, it seemed rea- radio looked like in 2000.
sonable to assume that Internet
radio receivers would replace AM/FM
initely succeeding as a mass-market
receivers at home in the kitchen, at the
application — or "app" — to varying
office, and — if someone could figure
degrees around the world.
out how to make the Internet wireless
In the United States, according to
— in the car as well.
Fred Jacobs, president of Jacobs Media,
In January 2000, our vigil appeared
"Nearly four in every 10 people of the
to have been rewarded by the appear57,300-plus respondents to our eighth
ance of the Kerbango Internet Radio.
national `TechSurvey' listen to Internet
This was a retrostyle radio receiver
radio weekly, mainly on PC but also
with stereo speakers, an LCD display.
on mobile phones. As well, based on
a broadband connection port, and the
the 170 stations who responded, most
ability to tune Web stations as if they
stations in the top 100 U.S. markets are
were AM or FM broadcasters.
streaming their signals on the Web."
Sadly, the Kerbango never made it
to market. The developer was bought
out by 3Com. That company was subsequently hammered by the dot.com
crash: In a cost-cutting move, 3com
killed the Kerbango.
Since that time, companies such
as Grace Digital Audio, Logitech and
Sangean have released their versions
of standalone Internet radios. They are
selling enough of these devices to justify their continued manufacture.
This said, standalone Internet radios
have not taken over the home, office or
car; even with the help of 3G/4G and
Wi-Fi. So what happened?

be due to wider choice on
digital radio, and music
licensing fees," he said.
"It is very expensive for
U.K. pure-play Internet
broadcasters to stream
music." Again, most of
this listening is done on
PCs, with some being
heard on wireless devices as well.
In Thailand, Internet
radio " is basically in its
infancy," said Lawan
Chumsai na Ayudhya.

High Power
Solid State FM

S.gies 3.5 - 880N

measure the handful of stations that do
exist," said Matona Sakupwanya, general
manager of the Radio Advertising Bureau
South Africa. Based on what the RABSA

does know, "In terms of traditional radio,
the radio receiver is still the most used to
listen to radio," Sakupwanya said. "24.7
percent listen via cellphone, 3.7 percent
desktop and 0.4 percent via DSTV [digital satellite TV]."
So much has changed since Radionet
began its Internet radio vigil that it
is hardly surprising that we predicted
Internet radio's rise as an appliance,
rather than an application. Back then,
standalone radios were aknown quantity; streaming computers and cellphones
were not.
Still, there is one consolation for
those of us who love actual radio receivers, and it is that standalone Internet

Bec-Tero Radio Bangkok Group PD Lawan Chumsai na Ayudhya, with her
company's five radio sites.
In the United Kingdom, growth is
far slower. "Only about four percent
of people here listen to Internet radio,"
said James Cridland, managing director of Media U.K. and aself-described
"radio futurologist."
"In Germany, the percentage stands
higher at 10 percent. The differences may

THE RE-EMERGENCE
The company has made this move
because it believes Internet radio as an
app "has a future, and it is important
that we start building the foundations
now, if we want to grow this part of our
business," Ayudhya said.
Meanwhile, in South Africa, " Internet
radio is fairly new in our country and
there is no industry body that exists to

The Grace Digital Mondo: Internet radio of 2012.

APP OVER APPLIANCE
Internet radio has not succeeded as
a mass-market appliance. But it is def-

our,

already streaming is two FM stations
online, and has launched three standalone Web-only stations branded as Rad
Radio ( Dance), Tofu Pop Radio (Asian
Music) and Rock On Radio ( Rock).

group program director with the BecTero Radio company in Bangkok. "We
cannot say it has reached a point of
success due to many factors such as
infrastructure, and the fact that radio
audiences still prefer traditional FM
stations."
This said, the Bec-Tero Radio Co. is

radios are getting more traction in the
marketplace. The reason: If you listen to SiriusXM in your car and on
your iPhone, you want that content on
your kitchen radio, bedside alarm clock
and legacy stereo system, said Grace
Digital Co-Founder Greg Fadul. This is
why Grace Digital offers nine Internet
radios/Wi-Fi music players and plans to
expand the line in 2013.
James Careless reports on the industry for Radio World from Ottawa,
Canada.
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Selected content frprr Radio World's " The Leslie Report"
by News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson.

of the FCC's International Bureau; and Blair Levin, a
former FCC chief of staff who recently oversaw preparation of the national broadband plan.
Former FCC Commissioner Jonathan Adelstein —
who recently left his job as administrator of the Rural
Utilities Service — is considered apossibility. Susan

THE SAME DEMOCRAT REMAINS

Ness has also been mentioned for the post; she was

IN CHARGE AT FCC - FOR NOW

an FCC commissioner under President Clinton and
was part of the transition team reviewing the Federal
Trade Commission as the Obama administration pre-

After the election, we now know the FCC will
remain with a Democrat at the helm.

pared to take over in his first term.
From my perch, covering the FCC since the Reed
Hundt days before Icame to this publication, it's

But it may not be the same Democrat next year.
For more than ayear, I've been hearing rumors
that President Obama's former law school basketball
colleague and former commission aide, Chairman
Julius Genachowski, wants to leave the commission
to go back to the private sector; he took over as
chairman of the commission in 2009.
The speculation among communications professionals has been intensifying since the election,
though his office steadfastly denies rumors of a
planned departure.

clear the chairman's office gets the majority of the
praise for whatever issue the commission is or isn't

FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski, left, is shown
with Commissioner Robert McDowell.
position; then it would be awkward to promote
Rosenworcel over her.

The two other Democrats on the commission
— Commissioners Mignon Clyburn, aformer state

A way to get around that would be to select
someone from outside commission leadership, as
President Obama did when he chose Genachowski,

utility commissioner and Jessica Rosenworcel, afor-

goes this line of thinking.

mer top aide for West Virginia Democrat Sen. Jay
Rockefeller — are seen as contenders to succeed
Genachowski.

In one way at least, precedence favors Clyburn:
She is aformer state utility commissioner in South

Among some media observers, there's the
thought that it's time awoman led the agency. Both
Clyburn and Rosenworcel are well-connected and
have powerful political backers on Capitol Hill.
However, picking one over the other might be

Caro,ina. Tennessee Republican Deborah Taylor
Tate held asimilar post before she was selected by
George W. Bush in 2006.
National accounts have several names being

problematic insiders say. While Clyburn is the senior
Democrat should Genachowski leave, her low-key

bandied about, including National Telecommunications and Information Administration Administrator
Larry Strickling; former Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association head Tom Wheeler; Scott Harris,

style might not work for the high- profile chairman's

executive vice president of Neustar and onetime head

NEWSROUNDUP
AM: The Cromwell Group is asking the FCC for a
waiver to move an FM translator farther than currently allowed in order to re- broadcast an AM signal. If approved, the action would have "an immediate, substantive, effect upon the vitality of many
AM stations. While there are anumber of ideas
for revitalizing the AM service, most will not bear
fruit for many years," writes owner Bud Walters
in the request. He wants to buy an FM translator

Accomplishments under this chairman's watch
include a revamp of the FCC website, though anecdotally, people Ispeak with usually prefer the older
site, which is still available, saying it's easier to use.
The Genachowski FCC focused a lot on broadband, and the commission presumably will continue
to do so even with someone else in charge. Under
Genachowski, the agency has proceeded with its
plan for stations to " voluntarily" participate in an
auction of their television spectrum eventually.
Most recently, the agency unveiled its system for
TV stations to upload and maintain public inspection
files, including their political files; the commission
has plans to broaden the system to include radio.

CROSS-OWNERSHIP Chairman Julius Genachowski circulated a media ownership proposal to

Perhaps the most visible failure under
Genachowski's watch concerned broadcast indecency. In June the Supreme Court declined to take

WTO(AM) on FM. That station airs on 1230 kHz. He
calls the FCC's current rule — limiting FM translator

ation would permit one entity to own both adaily
newspaper and aradio station, or both atelevision

site moves to only afew miles and only to adjacent
channels — " aprocedural barrier of outdated public interest benefit."

and radio station in the same market; however FCC
attorneys say other limits would remain. For example, transactions would still be subject to subject to
local radio and TV ownership limits.

RADIO REVENUE: Radio revenue remained flat in

cent growth through the first nine months of the
year, the RAB says.

stress. Chairmen themselves rarely stay longer than
four years.

Tribune exit bankruptcy. Commissioners Robert
McDowell and Ajit Pal called the cross- ownership
bans outdated.

WGN(AM), WGN(TV) and the Chicago Tribune. The
decision essentially continues waivers it granted
in 2007 when the agency approved the transfer
of control of Tribune to the Zell Group and helps

change the city of license to Tell City, Ind. and move
the signal to 103.7 MHz in order to re- broadcast

the third quarter, according to the RAB. Spot revenue, off-air and total industry revenue showed no
growth compared to one year ago while digital was
up 8 percent. The industry posted moderate 1per-

they're usually ready to move on after ayear and
ahalf to two years, because of the long days and

Genachowski is pushing to streamline and modernize media ownership rules, including elimination
of prohibitions on newspaper- radio and TV- radio
cross- ownership, which he sees as outdated. The
agency is trying to wrap up the media ownership
review by year-end. If the change passes, the FCC
would essentially keep in place what the agency proposed in 2007 under then- Chairman Kevin Martin —
and has been defending in court ever since.

rule in Chicago allowing common ownership of

his fellow commissioners to relax the newspaper/
broadcast cross- ownership rules, including eliminating outdated prohibitions on newspaper- broadcast
and TV- radio cross ownership. In theory, the relax-

on 91.7 MHz in Central City, Ky., from Way Media,

working on. The chairman also gets most foot traffic — and the brunt of the blame when there are
controversial calls.
Staffers in the chairman's office burn out fast;

on the Janet Jackson Super Bowl halftime show
wardrobe malfunction case from 2004, letting stand
an appeals court decision that twice threw out the
FCC's ruling against CBS and a $ 550,000 fine.
While the commissioners get the glory, career civil
servants do the bulk of implementing policy even
while the direction at the top may change. And the
agency's work, which continues no matter who's in
charge, tends to pile up at year-end.
It will be interesting to see what will happen next
year with the AM initiative, the commission's expan-

OWNERSHIP: Women and minorities comprise a
sliver of AM and FM commercial station ownership,
according to the FCC. Women held amajority of
the voting interest in 300 commercial AMs in 2011;
that's 7.8 percent of the 3,830 AMs on the air. Men
owned 2,841 commercial AMs, or 74.2 percent.

sion of efforts to help owners of facilities on that
challenged band.
Low- power FM advocates were hoping the FCC
would finalize LPFM service rules, including program

Women own slightly more FMs, 323 commercial
TRIBUNE: The FCC granted Tribune apermanent

origination requirements, and that it would hint at
the timing of an application window. The agency
signaled it intended to discuss LPFM — as well as

FMs, or 5.8 percent of 5,611 stations. In contrast,

waiver of the newspaper/broadcast cross- ownership

the 6,000 or so FM translator applications still pend-

men owned 4,290 commercial FMs, or 76.5 percent.

ing from the 2003 window — at its late November
meeting.

•
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MEET THE NEW AXIA xNODES!
IP-AUDIO JUST GOT AN UPGRADE.
•
xNODES

ELEMENT + POWERSTATION

Everybody knows that Axia introduced broadcasters to IP-Audio in 2003. 3,000 studios and
30,000 connected devices later, the competitors who said " it'll never work" are now eating
their words. How do you follow up that sort of success? If you're us, you open up a case of
Monster and go back to work. So we did.
The result: Axia xNodes, smart new AolP interfaces that transform your audio devices into an
intelligent network. Use them to turn analog, digital or mic-level signals into routable IP-Audio, with
associated GPIO logic. They're so advanced, they won two major awards at their NAB debut.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THEM?
HERE ARE A FEW IDEAS.
BUILD A ROUTING SWITCHER. One stand-alone kNode is an 8x13 ( 4x4 stereo) routing switched

ADD MICS TO THE MIX. xNodes make awesome multiple Mic preamps. They have ultra- low- noise,

Connect 8 xNodes to a switch and make a64x64 routing switcher. Need more I/0? Connect more

ultra- high- headroom, studio- grade preamps with selectable Phantom power. Put your Mics in,

xNodes. Like all Ethernet- based networks, Axia systems are naturally scalable, up to 10,000 stereo

bring your analog line level out. And that 1P-Audio network jack? Ready to be used whenever you

signals ( plus logic)

upgrade to a full IP-Audio network.

STL OVER IP. Today's cluttered RF spectrum makes IP agreat alternative Put an >Mode at either

MAKE AN AM/A. Take one analog and one AES/EBU xNode and rack- mount them side by side.

end of a fiber run, 0C-3 circuit or a pair of inexpensive Ethernet radios to send eight channels of

Voila! Eight precision A/O converters and eight precision 0/A converters, in lust 1RU. Studio- grade,

uncompressed audio to your TX - and get eight channels of audio backhaul too.

48 kHz, 24- bit Delta- Sigma A/O and D/A Convertors, with 256x oversamplIng, make difference you
can hear.

SAY SO LONG TO SOUND CARDS. PCI, PC1e, USB3. FireWire... who needs ' ern? Load the Axia

SUM DOWN YOUR SNAKE. Connect two analog or AES xNodes with asingle Ethernet cable for an

IP-Audio Driver onto your PC workstation and connect it to an )( Node to get eight professional.

Instant 8x8 bi-dIrectional snake and bid the multi- pair bundle goodbye. Add a few more )( Nodes

balanced outputs and eight inputs. Use an industry- standard DB-25 breakout cable for pro XLR

on each end for a 16x16, 32x32 or 66)(64 snake. Use off- the- shelf media converters for long- haul

connections. You'll get studio-quality audio and save some green, too.

fiber connections.

Wu OR DB-XST xNodes give you I/O both ways,
so you can choose whichever industry- standard

0-16

breakout cable you prefer.
KNODES ARE SMALL. Mount them on your wall, under the
counter — mount ' em on the ceiling if you like. Optional

Pe

rack- and wall- mount kits provide plenty of options.

DUAL ETHERNET PORTS nor redundant network links. The
in,,dr

FAST, ONE- BUTTON SETUP. Hit the switch and plug ' em in
CONFIDENCE METERS on every )( Node mean you'll
ne,dr

;
on

.
1connection?

No problem, the other

one takes over so your programming never skips abeat

•inning audio in under 30 seconds.

rave to wonder where the audio's at Audio

presence and levels are both displayed at aglance.
xNODES HAVE AUTORANGING INTERNAL POWER SUPPLIES, but
can use Pot ( Power over

•

•

, nut- of-

INFORMATION OVERLOAD? Not here. Sharp. high -

the- way places where apower cable is inconvenient. Hook ' em both

ne/ OLEO displays put all the information you need

up for redundant, auto- switching backup Power

right on the front panel, without the need for a
distracting multi-colored lightshow.
VERY VERSATILE.

Infferent )( Nodes handle nearly any signal type.

ALS/LBU, Analog, Microphone and OPIO )( Nodes are perfect when
kNODES WORK WITH BOTH L1VEWIRE AND RAVENNA

you've got a lot of one audio type to work with. But what if you

AolP networks — making them compatible with IP-Audio

need alittle of everything? This is the Mixed Signal '< Node. Think of

gear from over 40 major broadcast companies.

gm 4

it as your utility MVP, with aswitchataie Mit/line input, 2dedicated
analog ins, 3analog outs, adigital AES/EBU Input and output, and

RAVENNA

2OPIO logic ports.

NO NOISY FANS HERE, Iront-mounted heat sink keeps
',Nudes

Cc11,11, LOU , , riot

collected using air-conditioned

studio air ( instead of that hot air in the back of the rack).

MONO OR STEREO ROUTING. Choose from 8- In, 8- out
morio operation, or 4-1,1,

4

out stereo. Both signals intermix

seamlessly on your Axia network.

TWO xNODES MOUNT SIDE- BY- SIDE,

nyou can create youi own
kspace Pair up an AES/U311

N

I

in . notn.nrid oc.,rd ' match

a

OPIO kNode with

an

analog unit. Or combine acouple or Mixed Signal xNodes for the
ultimate mix of mic, analog, AE53. Analog and logic I/O.
NOT AT THE OFFICE? No problem: built-in webserver lets you
manage an xNode from anywhere. Or, use Axia iProbe software
to manage your entire facility - back-up and restore settings,
automatically update software and more.

AxiaAudio.com/xNodes

Axia Audio amember of The Ocios Alliance'. OILS Corp 2012
RAVENNA!' ALC NetworX GmbH
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SANDY

was chugging away, the transmitter was
on at full power, WNBC(TV) audio on
the air, but there were no telephones or
ISDN services.
The phone company's subscriber line
interface circuit was down. The SLIC
is normally a box with phone company
equipment that converts fiber to copper
circuits. The fiber bears many, many
phone circuits to agiven area; the SLIC
converts it, and the various phone services are distributed to the area on copper
wire. It's cheaper to do this than run multiple pairs of copper from acentral office.
However, with no information coming
into the studio facility, we had lost the

(continued from page 3)

we can take the audio from WNBC(TV)
to air during an event such as hurricane
Sandy. Additionally, should WNBC(TV)
lose their transmitter facility, WOR will
carry their audio as often as possible.
This is a great thing for WOR —
WNBC(TV) has resources that WOR
does not to cover many aspects of the
storm and its aftermath thoroughly.
Ispent Monday Oct. 29 at the transmitter site, building the "studio" and
keeping an eye on things. Ialso threw
together a quick automation system so
that Icould leave WNBC(TV) up on the
remote board, and the automation system
would blow the WOR ID over the top of
WNBC(TV) on the top of the hour —
sloppy, but it would keep us legal.

use of the studios; it made no sense to air
from there if we had no information we
could give out. We called our soon-to-be
new owners, Clear Channel, and they
arranged a studio for WOR local programming, which was fine and dandy.
But with no phone lines at the site, I
had no way to get audio into or out of the
facility. Imade aphone call to Cumulus
Satellite, uplink provider for the WOR
Radio Network. They configured aspecial channel for us on their system which
Icould downlink at the site.

HOTEL STAY
At 4:30 p.m., the water at the culvert at the front of the site was at eight
feet. Idecided at this point to go to a
local hotel for the night. Being that the
entire area of the transmitter is amanmade island, Idid not want to take the
chance that four feet above flood stage
was amiscalculation. We have satellite
Internet at the site. Iwould be able to
log into the site as required with my
smartphone if necessary.
My hotel room overlooked the WOR
towers. Iput the radio on and was in
constant communication with the studios, working with them if they needed guidance to bring in various audio
sources. I heard the transmitter drop
off the air several times on momentary
power failures. At 8:06 p.m., the transmitter dropped and didn't come back.
Coincidentally, the lights in the hotel
dimmed with this drop.
Istarted counting. At 15 Mississippi,
the transmitter came back up. Logging
into the site showed the generator was
running and all was well. At roughly
9:54 p.m., Consolidated Edison, the
power company in Manhattan, pulled
power to Ill Broadway as aprecaution
in the event their transformer vault were
to flood. This decision was based on the
fact that the Brooklyn Battery "Ilinnel,
the entrance of which is not far from Ill
Broadway, was taking on water.
Iheard former New York Governor
David Paterson and studio crew mention
that the lights went out briefly. Thanks

cmcm
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nautei
VS Series
Low Power FM

Unlike any other transmittet

CUMULUS SATELLITE

The water crowns at the front of the WOR transmitter building in Rutherford, N.J.
Water is up to the top of its channel.

to the uninterruptible power supplies
in the studios, we did not miss abeat.
At about 10:30 p.m., Iheard WOR go
silent. Logging into the site showed that
the Tls had failed. I switched to the
microwave link.
Being in touch with the studio showed
that we had no phones of any type. The
office system was out. The listener callin lines were out. The "private" lines
in the studios were out. ISDN circuits
were out. The Internet was out, meaning our newsroom now had no news
input because our AP service is now
delivered via Internet. We still had cable
TV, so were able to gather information
from WNBC(TV). At midnight, we put
WNBC(TV) audio on the air overnight. I
should mention that not long after we lost
the studio phones, the power at the hotel
went out so Iwas now relying solely on
my smartphone for communications.
John Gambling and the morning
show went on the air at 6 a.m. on Oct.

30. At 8 a.m., during a break, John
called me to ask if there was any way
we could put WNBC(TV) on the air.
The studios had lost cable TV and they
now had no outside information coming
in. Isaid yes; Iwas able to log into the
transmitter site and had WNBC(TV) up
on the board at the site. He gave me an
on-air cue, and we switched.
At this point, Istarted making my
way to the site. Icrossed the intersection
with Polito Avenue in Lyndhurst. Isaw
a lake spread out in front of me. CBS
Radio-owned WINS(AM) in New York
City is located at the other end of Polito.
They were off the air. As Idrove up to
the access road to the WOR site, Itook
a breath and was delighted to see the
water level at approximately 10-1/2 feet.
The road into the area was above water
and, frankly, did not look any worse for
the wear.
Iarrived at the WOR transmitter site
to find it high and dry. The generator

Clear Channel dialed an ISDN
number at Cumulus Satellite. In turn,
Cumulus Satellite put that up on the bird.
Itook it down at the site — a46,000 mile
STL hop for roughly six miles from the
studio. Perfect. We could now get WOR
local programming back on the air.
But Icould not export our satellite
channels. Icalled acouple of our operators who live in Jersey and told them
they were assigned to the transmitter
site — come on over. We ran with
operators at the site and all satellite programming coming from the transmitter,
and WOR local at Clear Channel, until
Thursday afternoon. Con-Ed surprisingly turned power back on at Ill
Broadway late Wednesday afternoon
and our phone services returned.
On Thursday, Ihad adelivery of diesel fuel at the transmitter site. The day
tank under the generator was full, but
the big tank outside had been sucked
dry. Later the evening of Nov. 1, power
came back at the transmitter site.
It took until Monday Nov. 5to get the
studios fully back to normal. Because
we were about to run out of fuel on
Wednesday, Oct. 31, we started shutting
down studio systems so we could shut
off the generator before the tank went
dry. Power literally came back when
Anthony was going to start walking up
the 24 flights up to the genny to shut it
down, so we started turning studio systems back on. We lost an audio card in
an ENCO workstation, a power supply
in astudio mix engine and apower supply in the studio switcher computer, and
(continued on page 12)

The new ROC console from Logitek
When Logitek introduced its first ROC console back in the 1990s, it marked a revolution in audio console design. One of the industry's first router- based digital consoles,
the original ROC boasted simple wiring and access to multiple sources at each fader.
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The ROC is paired with the JetStream,
cpowerful 128- channel networked audio node.

Over the years, the router- plus- console Networked Audio concept has become the
standard in console architecture. Although the original ROC was retired years ago,
Logitek has continued to develop systems for both TDM and AolP audio networking.
The new ROC takes the best of the original design and pairs it with the latest technology and styling.

Available in multiples of 6faders ( up to 24), the ROC is housed in an attractive tabletop enclosure. Durable Penny & Giles faders, OLED source indication and intuitive
controls make the ROC a natural for on- air, production rooms or even in temporary
studio setups. Two monitor feeds, front panel headphone connection and userassignable softkeys will please even your fussiest operators.

,

Call today or visit our website for more information.

Logitek

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Networked Audio Systems

Phone: ( 713) 664-4470 IToll Free: ( 800) 231-5870 Iwww.logitekaudio.com
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A Look Around WVTF Public Radio
Paxton Durham shares
some organizational
tips from Roanoke
WVTF Public Radio and Radio IQ,
with stations across central and western
Virginia, is celebrating 25 years of public
radio service.

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

Chief Engineer and Engineering
Manager Paxton Durham, who has
been with WVTF since 1990, shared
some facility design thoughts with
Workbench readers, as well as pictures
of his Roanoke facility.
Like most engineers responsible for
facilities with both paid and volunteer
staffs, Paxton is abig believer in labeling. In anumber of applications, he uses
the label to explain, as seen in Fig. 1.
"Not everyone is all that technical:'
he says. By using labels not only to
identify equipment but also to explain
how it operates, procedural problems
are reduced.
Paxton has used labels liberally throughout the facility: Even the
75-ohm cable feed distribution can be
followed, as shown in Fig. 2.
Most facilities depend on computers;
WVTF is no different. By locating all

Gormo

ch Mfg. Co.
CAP

Fig. 1: Labels explain operations. Figs. 1-7 are from

Fig. 3: Computers are located on sturdy industrial chrome

WVTF Public Radio and Radio IQ.

wire shelving.

Fig. 2: Here's aneatly organized and labeled cable

Fig. 4: Smaller shelves under the computers hold wiring.

distribution system.

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman- Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman-Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.

MP

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG CO

CAPDEC 1
(Art toFAS Converter Unit

- Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer
- Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory
- Built-in text- to- speech conversion functionality
- FAST Gigabit network capability with built in fiçewall for security

- Five (5) USB ports for peripherals
- Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers
- Software can be updated via LAN or USB
- Print alert reports to USB or network printer
- Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion

- Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

- FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

- Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio messages

- Built-in email server to send log information

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
lieww.gorman-redlich.com

257 W. Union Street, Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150

computers in asingle IT room, the environment can be controlled easily. By
selecting heavy-duty industrial shelving, as seen in Fig. 3, all computers can
be stacked.
The chrome wire shelving can be
assembled without tools, and the shelves
can be adjusted in one-inch increments.
The open wire construction reduces
dust accumulation, too. Visit the Radio
World Links page, radioworld.coml
links, for information on one supplier of
this type of chrome wire shelving.
The modularity of this type of shelving means that aconnector shelf can be
installed beneath the computers, as seen
in Fig. 4. In this way, access to connectors and associated wiring is from
the front — no more crawling around
behind the computer.
In the rack area, adjustable ceiling
spotlights illuminate the equipment and
are aesthetically pleasing, as in Fig. 5.
Rack mount equipment faces one of the
hallways. The black stanchions, Fig. 6, can
be spread out to keep visitors away from
the rack equipment. Simple, yet effective.
(continued on page 16)
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Naniki 632 - FM/HD RadioTM
Monitor/Receiver
?Te
Essential Alarms

Scalable

Loss of power, loss of signal,

Alarm closures to ground for

Buy as many or as few as you

loss of audio, you name it.

Carrier Loss, Digital Loss and
Audio Loss, so you can con-

need for your multicast setup.
Up to three 632's can be
mounted in a single 19- inch

Stays Locked

The 632 won't revert from HD
Radio back to analog FM, or
forget what HD channel it's
tuned to. Ever.

nect directly to

your remote

control system. Eliminate the
guess work and know exactly

rack space with our optional
19- inch rack adaptor*

what's going on.

*Optional 19" rack adaptor holds up to three units
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www.inovonicsbroadcast.com/model,"632

1.1140v.9Alcqs:
5805 Hwy 9, Felton CA • www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
contact: sales@inovonicsbroadcast.com
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(continued from page 14)
Paxton takes advantage of cordless phone technology, too. By locating an extension in the racks ( Fig. 7).
troubleshooting comes easy.
Cox Media Richmond DOE Dennis Sloatman is
another believer in clean facility layout. Fig. 8shows the
Main Distribution Frame at the Richmond. Va., cluster.
Taking the time to do it right has a major payoff as the
facility changes or grows.

are used to keep
visitors at arm's length
from the equipment.

1

Fig. 5: Spot
lamps illuminate

Fig 8: A neatly

Fig. 7: A cordless

,equipment.

designed and

telephone makes

completed Main

troubleshooting

Distribution Frame
at Cox Media in
Richmond, Va.

If Paxton and Dennis want an engineering challenge,
they could spend the rest of their careers managing coax
runs at the tower site shown in Fig. 9. What's interesting is
that you can see the curved cable tray, with coaxial lines
neatly in place. At some point, mayhem took over ...
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help your fellow
engineers and awilitv .fir SBE recertification credit.
Fig. 9: A site manager could spend his career
managing this site.

Send Workbench tips to johnpbisset@gmail.com or fax
to ( 603) 472-4944.

PEOPLENEWS
Ted Nahil has signed on with
equipment distributor SCMS as
afield sales engineer.
Antenna/transmission support manufacturer Electronics
Research Inc. appointed Anand
Kurup as director of sales for
Asia Pacific.
Julia Wierski joined the
Prometheus Radio Project as its

Ted Nahil

National Religious
Broadcasters
announced that Raul
Ries and Jennifer
Rothschild will speak
at the NRB convention

Rothschild

Raul Ries

The representatives from Benin, Democratic
Republic of Corgo, Madagascar and Togo work

of Republica, astrategic and creative
agency specializing in multiplatform
marketing in Miami. Also at NPR, Loren

in radio and had the opportunity to tour a Las
Vegas radio station ( Lotus Broadcasting) as
well as a PBS television station.
Mark Bolke, VP and COO

Mayor will assume the role of senior
vice president of strategy for the orga-

new director of development and communications.

Jennifer

serve as NPR's chief marketing officer. She was executive vice president

in Nashville in March.
Starting this month,
Emma Carrasco will

nization. Mayor comes from PBS, where
she worked most recently as vice president of strategy and ventures.

of music scheduling software
developer A.-Ware, will be
Emma Carrasco

Becky Brenner, hired by programming consultancy Albright & O'Malley
in January, has been promoted to a

broadcaster Bob Shannon has
been named as the Conclave's
new executive director.

full partner. Forthwith, the group will
be known as Albright & O'Malley 8z
Brenner.
In November, the Nevada
Broadcasters Association hosted 16
French-speaking broadcasters and
journalists from 15 African nations.

leaving that company at the
end of the year.
Industry consultant and

Scott Hopeck, formerly

Bob Shannon

director of sales for Clear Channel's Atlanta
cluster, is moving to Phoenix to become market
manager.
Loren Mayor

Send announcements to rad oworld@
nbmedia.com, attention People News.
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Z/IP ONE IP Codec with ACT (Agile Connection Technology)
Consistent. drop- free connection for all live remotes through intelligent
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Indeed, There's an App for That
The smartphone has become ahandy app

phone, courtesy of Tieline.
Apps that provide editing and standard coding like MP3 and AAC offer
broadcasters tremendous "extend-ability" of existing audio gear.
"A $4,000 piece of audio equipment
isn't something you're going to feel
comfortable putting in the hands of
everyone on your air staff. But everyone
has one of these phones, so say there's
a helicopter crash on my way to work
... Ican call in from the scene and it's
not going to sound like I'm calling in
from atunnel or underwater," said Chris
Crump, director of sales and marketing
for Comrex, which makes amobile app
that connects over 3G or Wi-Fi to its
new VoIP Call Management system.
Crump views the mobile device as not
only a handy tool for station reporters,
but also for man-on-the-street reports
and call-ins by experts. "Our goal longterm is to provide this to radio stations
so they can provide it to their guests,"
said Crump, of the mobile app developed
by Comrex that integrates with its STAC
VIP call-in system for 7 kHz or better
live voice from the smartphone.
Ken Frommert, director of marketing and international sales for ENCO,
is thinking along the same lines. ENCO
came out with an iOS app recently for
its DAD automation system that has
audio send features for reporters covering events in the field. The app is part
of ENCO's larger strategy to "make the
world your studio."
"This isn't a fad. You see iPhones
everywhere, even on TV where people
and reporters are using them to inter-

dispenser for all kinds of radio uses
BY DEE MCVICKER
Wouldn't it be great if they invented
something like the laptop, only smaller,
that fit into your pocket for when you
needed to feed anews report back to the
studio? Or change automation settings
while you're sitting at arestaurant?
Maybe make aphone call?
Oh wait, they have. That hunk of silicon with the powerful user interface we
call the smartphone has become ahandy
app dispenser for all kinds of radio uses.
Two years ago, we could count on
one hand the number of smartphone
apps for radio. Now, we can hardly keep
up with the list of iPhone and Android
apps making their way into everyday
radio: audio codec apps for live reports;
apps for controlling the station automation or traffic system; and even more
apps for recording simple voicetracks,
for editing on-air programming, even
for adjusting the audio processing.
And, these are just the broadcastspecific apps that we know about. Last
time we checked, there were another
700,000+ apps that you can download
from Apple's iTunes store for turning
your iPhone or iPad tablet into anything
from aflashlight to acredit card reader.
WHERE IS ALL THIS GOING?
The future of smart devices is anyone's guess. As consumer products go,
iPhones, iPads, Androids and other

Comrex ARC (for 'ACCESS Reporter
Codec')
similar devices already have a lot
going for them. For starters, they have
decent quality mics, generally regarded
as good enough for most emergency
reports. And for venues requiring better
quality, it's asimple matter to plug in an
external microphone. You can even get
a mic adapter for the iPhone that lets
you mobilize your favorite XLR micro-

AM Ground Systems Co.
PHYSICAL
AM SITE SERVICES

www,amqroundsystems.com

D

• Complete Ground System
Construction, Evaluation
and Repair Services.

• Firm quotes

VALUATION

No

Nov 15 1:1954PM - Feld Report

4.
ENCO's ¡ DAD app
view. Right there in the middle of all
those mics from Fox and NBC is the
iPhone," Frommert observed.
Other opportunistic product categories now making good use of smartphones and tablets are transmitter, automation and traffic control systems. For
manufacturers of these products, the
move to mobile apps is part necessity
and part natural progression. " In reality,
our customers have been using phones
— originally regular phones and then
cellphones — to access our equipment
for some time," said Jonathan Burk, vice
president of Burk Technology, which
has been making transmitter remote
control systems for 25 years.
1111111111111111111111

The smartphone

gets away from those
kinds of legacy control
problems.

• Fast, Efficient Full Site
Construction Services.

CONSTRUCTION

o

REPAIR

—Jonathan Burk

SAMPLE. FEED 8 CONTROL LINE LOCATION, REFLACEMLN T ti REPAIR
MOM M ODELING PREPARATION W ORK

SERVING THE TECHNICAL AND CONSTRUCTION NEEDS OF AM BROADCASTERS FOR OVER 25 YEARS
AMGROUNDSYSTEMS.COM

888-476-8630
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Has your AM site been
vandalized or damaged by
unauthorized construction?
Has your coverage or site
stability declined over time?

Contact us today for
a no obligation quote
on any of our
services.

4> le

‘9'

.te

9/11/2001
WE STILL REMEMBER

Reliable,
On-time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship
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Because of new apps offered by companies like Burk, broadcasters now can
read and control settings through a
visual mobile app rather than through
aseries of touchtones. "Ironically, alot
of cellphone equipment that used touchtone control in the past doesn't work as
well as it used to. The smartphone gets
away from those kinds of legacy control
problems," said Burk.
GOING FAST AND FREE
Most manufacturers are offering
apps for their equipment free of charge
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them that added push to get onboard
with mobile apps. Apple and Google
and any other company with astake in
smartphones make it relatively painless
to develop and market apps for their
platforms. They offer development kits
at a fraction of the cost compared to
similar kits for developing PC applications. Plus, with download sites like
iTunes, getting those apps out to the
end-user is ano-brainer.
Even the number one development
drawback of having to program native
apps for each platform, one for iOS
devices like iPhones and iPads and

another for Androids, is hardly the
stumbling block it used to be. Broadcast
vendors are getting around those laborious and costly development cycles by
developing one mobile Web app for all
platforms.
This has been made possible by new
HTML5 and improved JavaScript capabilities that essentially use the power
of the Web browser to create the look,
feel and function of amobile app. And
because these smartphone apps are born
and bred like any other Web product,
they're easily rolled into the same development effort as the manufacturer's

other browser-like products.
"Web development just makes it possible to get something out faster and to
reach more people with it, which is why
we took the web approach," said Burk
of his company's multiplatform smartphone app for its ARC products.
Still, for all the promise of mobile
apps, equipment makers say they draw
the line at iPhones and Androids someday running the station. Said Crump, "I
personally wouldn't trust asmartphone
to do afour-hour football game, would
you? Even if it's ahigh school football
game. There's revenue tied up in that."

GREALRADIO BEGINS HERE
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Burk app helps with facility control.
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and that doesn't appear to be changing
anytime soon, if for no other reason
than market dynamics.
This year, more than 659 million
smartphones will have shipped worldwide, up 33 percent from last year, with
double-digit growth expected through
2016, according to a recent market
research study by IDC.
These numbers tell only part of the
story, though. Wireless communication
is now entering the high-speed era of
4G LTE, and with this comes better
services like wideband voice.
Wideband voice, also called HD
Voice, expands the frequency response
of calls to 7kHz and beyond using VoIP
and wideband codecs like G.722. With
this, broadcasters can finally kiss those
garbled-sounding cellphone calls goodbye; no more pseudo noise-encoding to
squeeze several channels of audio onto
those 3G or older generation networks
— though Crump of Comrex noted that
HD Voice within the cell network has
limitations; it won't work outside of the
specific cell provider's network. " It's
cell-to-cell HD Voice only."
Earlier this year, Sprint announced
its HD Voice-compatible smartphone,
the EVO 4G LTE; and similar HD
Voice-compatible models by Verizon
and others are now available as well.
At the replacement rate of smartphones (currently estimated to be less
than a year by some analysts) it won't
be long before everyone is carrying
wideband audio around in their pockets. And if that isn't motivation enough
for broadcast equipment manufacturers,
relative ease of app development gives

IRADIOWORLD
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AEO FORUM audio mixing console

AEO CAPITOL audio mixing console

AED BRAVO audio mixing console

ENCO DAD- AIR software package

ENCO DAD- AIR software package

ENCO DAD- AIR software package

4+ DAD USO stereo inputs and outputs

2DAD USG stereo inputs and outputs

2stereo inputs and outputs soundcard

ENCO-A(0 console control interface

ENCO-AEO console control interface

ENCO-AEO console control interface

ENCO INindows 7Pro workstation

ENCO INindows 7Pro workstation

ENCO Windows 7Pro workstation
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Contact your ENCO or AEQ sales rep for more details on these exciting packagest
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Meet the LX-24...Wheatstone's flagship, multi- award- winning advanced modular networkable console control surface
The design initiative behind the LX- 24 was to create the world's finest

processors. The visually- stunning meter bridge features up to four sets

control surface. The result is a console that redefines the entire genre.

of bright, high resolution LED meters, as well as circular LED displays for

The LX-24 is an intelligent surface that can store and recall all your settings.

auxiliary send levels and pan control. A digital count-up/count-down timer is

Its totally modular design lets you configure it exactly as you like - you can

also included.

even hot- swap modules at any time without having to reconfigure.
Assign any source of any type anywhere on your network to any fader.

The LX- 24 is advanced in ways that can make a HUGE difference in your
capabilities. But it's also immediately familiar to anyone who has ever sat

Each input channel can be assigned to four stereo busses, plus four pre/

behind a board at a radio station. Use it to make your programming the

post- selectable aux sends, a stereo CUE bus, four mix- minuses and

best it can be. Just plug it into your WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network - with it.

the panel's own bus- minus. Full Vorsis EQ and Dynamics let you sculpt

and the BLADES across the page, you can, dare we say it, rule the world.

and control your sound with the quality of the finest dedicated outboard

THE LX- 24 CONSOLE CONTROL SURFACE FEATURES
Low- profile table- top design - no cidc)ot recqo ,- ed
Meter bridge with up to four brinht. high res LED meter sets
Control room and headphone outputs with level control
,
Ind source selection
Two independent studio outputs
Stereo cue speakers and amplifier. built- into meter bridge
Onboard VGA and USB-Mouse connectors
Event storage (
snapshots) and recall

Each input channel features:
-Four stereo bus assigns
-Four pre/post-fader aux sends
-Four mix-minuses
-Bus- Minus'
-Source name display
-A/B source selector
-2 programmable buttons
-Vorsis EQ and Dynamics including 4-band
parametric EQ. High- and Low- Pass filters.
Compressor and Expander/Noise gate

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isaleserwheatstone.com

NT

NETWORK

price, it's called The VVheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, and it rules.
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Our BLADES carry out your orders network- wide at

And till:, is AL L the extra stuff you need to wire- up

Gigabit Ethernet speeds - no bottlenecks

the Intelligent Network:

As an integral part of the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network,

Four CAT- 6 cables and

BLADES interface, move, bend, shape, route and control

a low-cost switch that

everything you want to do with your audio. If it's audio,

handles the gigabit speed

a BLADE will handle it - at lightning speed.

WheatNet-IP runs at.

Use them organically with our control surfaces, run them from
our Glass- E software wherever you have internet access, or
control them from the front panels. BLADES make your life
incredibly easy and secure.

Let's do the math - plug in
eight connectors, power
up a console and three
BLADES, add your audio
and you are ready to rock, roll and rule the radio world.

As you need more functionality, just plug in more BLADES -

Brilliant, you ask? Nah - just really, really intelligent.

they come in configurations to handle whatever you need
(analog, digital, aid. mic, MADI). Each BLADE is self- configuring
and has the DNA of the entire self- healing network.
With BLADES, you can do everything from a simple ( or
complex, if you like) snake to STL-over-IP to full- on multistudio/facility networking - even processing. And because of
Wheatstone's partnership with the top suppliers of automation

Want to know more?
WheatNet-IP outperforms the other AolP systems
exponentially and is. by far, the most reliable network you
can get. Log onto wheatip.com. There is a world of real
information there. Or. give us a call. There's nothing we like
better than talking about this stuff.

and remote gear. you'll have control over your entire system
right from WheatNet-IP. Ruling the world has never been easier.

EVERY BLADE FEATURES
Two 8x2 stereo virtual Utility Mixers that can be used for
awide range of applications: for example, using VVheatstone's ACI
Automation Control Interface, your automation system can control
the mix for satellite or local insertion switching
Front panel bar graph meters switchable to display source
input level or destination output level after gain trim
Front panel routing control — any system source to any
destination on that BLADE
Front panel headphone jack with source select and level
control — monitor any system source

Flexible GPI logic — 12 universal logic ports, programmable as
inputs or outputs, routable throughout the entire system
Built-in web server
so you can configure and control locally or remotely without having
to run dedicated software
SNMP messaging for alerts
Silence detection on each output that can trigger alarms or
make a routing change
Silent — no fans — can safe'y be located in astudio with live mics

%V1/1-7ot_f-tor-)
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Radio's Archives Preserved Online
David Gleason ' swebsite americanradiohistory.corn
preserves long-forgotten historical gems
BY KEN DEUTSCH
Say you want to find out what
year WJZ(AM), the forerunner of
WABC(AM) in New York, went on
the air. Simply go to the FCC archives
online and do a search, right? Just one
problem: The FCC well might not have
what you want.
Instead, try visiting afree, public site
called www.americanradiohistory.com,
which is created and maintained by radio
fan David Gleason.
There you'll find back issues of wellknown publications like Broadcasting
magazine and "The Broadcasting
Yearbook," as well as less familiar titles
like Sponsor, Television/Radio Age,
Radio Daily and many others.
Also to be found are obscure technical publications featuring equipment
that hasn't been in use since the potted
palm era, and even station ratings not
just from Arbitron but from the allbutforgotten Pulse and Hooper. Nearcomplete collections of the FM Atlas,
White's Log, Radex and Vane Jones'
Log are there.
This collection comprises a narrative of our industry that no one else has
taken the time to preserve.
"I started out with a personal collection going back 10 or 15 years," said
Gleason, who spent more than 50 of his
66 years in radio.
"I found that I was becoming a
source of answers for people who could
not find this material elsewhere. Then
Idecided that Iwould upload it all as
copy-protected, non-printable PDFs so
that anyone could have access, just like
alibrary."
Gleason scans all the material himself and makes most of his documents
searchable. His archive now dates back
to the 1920s.
"I bought some discontinued university library publications and got most
of my Broadcasting magazines from
an Air Force base in Alabama that was
closing down its library. Since the word
has spread, people just donate their collections and the more Iput up there, the
more Iget offered."
BUSINESS MODEL, SCHMUSINESS MODEL
For Gleason, there's no plan for making money with this site.
"Today, not everyone can say radio is
good to them:' he said. " But it was good
to me, and this is kind of apayback."
As public libraries routinely jettison
hard copies of seldomreferenced material, many of these artifacts are being

consigned to landfills. Gleason became
concerned that much of the history of
radio was going to be lost forever.
"I have talked to people who sought
information on the Fairness Doctrine,
for example. They couldn't find much
on the famous ' Red Lion' case of the
'60s. By making what Ihave available,
these people are able to research things
like that," Gleason said. ( Red Lion

even when agiven publication is no longer in business.
WHERE IT BEGAN
In the early 1950s, Gleason's favorite
radio shows included "Jack Benny,"
"Fibber McGee and Molly" and "The
Lone Ranger."
"It was back when we lived in
Cleveland and our family had this
humongous mahogany radio in the living room. My father was involved in
investing and, with his guidance, one
of my first holdings was a couple of

Radio fan David Gleason stands in front of the Broadcasting Magazine section of
his archive.
Broadcasting Co. vs. FCC was a case
in which the FCC ruled in 1968 that the
Fairness Doctrine enhanced the freedoms granted by the First Amendment.
This ruling was repealed in 1987, meaning that broadcasters no longer had to
provide both sides of an issue to maintain their licenses.)
There are now about 1million pages
on americanradiohistory.com, representing almost 189 GB of files. Not
every publication is represented; there
are permissions to consider, and not
every company responds to his requests,

shares of Storer Broadcasting. Iwanted
to listen to every station they owned
so I got into DXing. Then I started
visiting stations, which led to my first
radio job, at WJMO(AM)/WCUY(FM)
in Cleveland, where Ifiled records and
cleaned bathrooms. After ayear of that,
Istarted getting paid."
And what was he paid for?
"We had a personality around 1959
who liked to scream on the air:' he said.
"And every time he did it he knocked
the transmitter off the air, so I'd turn it
(continued on page 24)

These RCA Broadcast News
covers are examples of the
archival treasures found in
Gleason's collection, stored
at americanradiohistory.com.
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(continued from page 22)

back on."
Gleason gained engineering experience and later built stations in South
America. Eventually he got his "first
ticket" from the FCC.
"When Iwas completing high school
in Ecuador, Ipicked up a license for a
full-time AM on 570. After Ibought all
the equipment, Ifound nobody there had
experience with solid-state devices, and
no one had ever seen acart machine!
"So while we were waiting for the
studios to be built, Isped through several Cleveland Institute home study courses and, amazingly, was able to install
the studios myself. From 1964-1970 I
was chief engineer of what became a
12-station group."
THE MAN LOVES RADIO
Gleason is simply fascinated by the
technical side of radio.

Ready to scan: Gleason uses the Atiz Bookscan Mini for archiving, which includes
a ' darkroom' hood.
"There was one magazine called
Radio Digest, which was published from
1922-1927 which had articles about stations of the day," he said. "That magazine was beautifully illustrated and
written. Sometimes when I'm scanning
things, it takes me four times as long
because Istop to read the pages."
In addition to amassing radio arcana,
Gleason had to teach himself Web
development.

Hard at work with all the tools he needs: acomputer and aFujitsu fl6670 scanner.

STATION SERVICES
Find us on FACEBOOK for asteady st earn of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stuff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
30, . 60 sec. - FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com

Sell Rodio?
Join the crowd.

FladioSalesCafe.com

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

"All the scans on my site have
been OCR'd (converted using Optical
Character Recognition) so that everything of significance has a searchable index. So if you are interested in
WSM(AM) between 1940-1950, you
type that in and see every reference
from that decade. This is something that
even alibrary doesn't have available."
In order to store all the hard copies in
his collection, Gleason built aclimatecontrolled extension onto his garage.
Some especially rare publications are
sealed in plastic bags.
Radio World asked Gleason to name
the one item he could never get, the
"holy grail" he would like to add to his
collection.
"The first 50 issues of RCA Broadcast
News," he said. "They are such beautiful magazines graphically. I've found
several people who have large collections from the late '40s to when it ended
in 1984. Iwould sure like to have the
pre- 1947 issues."

Other magazines he would love to
add are the earliest issues of Broadcast
Engineering and BM/E ( Broadcast
Management and Engineering).
NOW ANO FOREVER
Gleason has given some thought to
what will happen to his radio archives
when he is no longer around to maintain it.
"I want to make sure there are custodians for the raw data," he said. "And
Iam setting up an endowment to take
care of keeping the server up in perpetuity. Also Ineed to find radio fans that
care for and love what this represents."
David Gleason wants to get the word
out to anyone who has printed material
that should be preserved.
"I'll send them ashipping label, prepaid," he said. "Ican even scan the items
that people have and send them back."
Your donation is not tax-deductible,
but Gleason said that is not an issue.
"We don't yet have a non-profit set
up," he said. "But the kind of documents
Ihave on the site have limited appraisal
value, other than that derived from
the contributor when he makes scarce
things available to others for the future."
How about it, Radio World readers?
Write to davideamericanradiohistory.
com.
Ken Deutsch is a bit of a radio relic
himself. He can be reached at ken@
kendeutsch.com.
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ing for Rogers Media- Broadcasting....
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Wheatstone said Astral Radio

WheatNet-IP AolP system with LX- 24
control surface and two IP-12 control

(Gatineau, Canada) and Radio

surfaces. CBC (
Charlottetown, Canada)

Manawan (
Canada) ordered Vorsis

purchased 10 WheatNet-IP Blades with

tor Mary Ann Seidler. KESH Radio in
Dodge City, Kan., purchased a 3.5 kW

VP- 8digital audio processors through

routing utilities and Navigator soft-

dealer Marketing Marc Vallee, Quebec.

ware, while CBC ( Edmonton) purchased

40 kW power level. Dave Obergoenner

Elenos transmitter. And Red Cap Cath-

Clear Channel ( San Diego) ordered

16 WheatNet-IP Blades with routing

is director of engineering of the station,

olic Radio in College Station, Texas,

seven LX- 24 control surfaces, 28

utilities and Navigator software. Both

which goes by the moniker 99.1 Joy

has a new 2 kW Elenos transmitter. ...

Blades and several PC drivers and

were through Marketing Marc Val-

KLJY(FM) in the St. Louis area added
anew Harris HPX tube transmitter of

FM. The station airs analog but Ober-

Canadian broadcaster Rogers Media

Navigator software. Clear Channel

lee, Quebec. Fairchild Radio (
Toronto)

goenner told Harris he expects it will

selected WO Automation for Radio,

(Portland) added to its WheatNet-IP

added an Aura8-IP Blade and PC drivers

add HD Radio in the future....

from advertising management soft-

AolP system with new guest panels

to its WheatNet-IP AolP system. Beasley

ware provider WideOrbit Inc., for its 55
radio stations. Kirk Nesbitt is vice presi-

and a Blade.

Broadcast's WNCT(FM) (
Greenville,
N.C.) purchased aWheatNet-IP AolP

dent of corporate and radio engineer-

KHTC(FM) (
Minneapolis) ordered a

Northern Lights Broadcasting's

system with E-1 control surfaces.
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The new Harris HPX transmitter at
99.1 Joy FM.
Axia Audio reported recent sales.
California Lutheran University's
KCLU(FM) in Los Angeles ( Thousand Oaks) purchased two Element
consoles with PowerStation console engine and routing hardware.
KRWG(FM) at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces, N.M., ordered
a DESQ console with Q0R.16 console

INTRODUCING

RINCON

Moseley STL for under $ 3000*

THE INDUSTRY'S FIRST MULTI-CHANNEL, MULTI-ALGORITHM, MULTI-NETWORK, MULTI-STL

engine. LKCM Radio Group purchased

Rincon is the broadcast industry's first Digital Audio Transport Product optimized to deliver multichannel digital audio over IP,

Iwo Axa 14-fader iQ consoles with

TDM or Radio Links simultaneously. Rincon's ability to leverage these network choices and low purchase price gives

Q0R.32 engines, three DESQ consoles

excellent return on investment.

with Q0R.16 engines and multiple
xNode AolP interfaces for Dallas/
Ft. Worth FM stations KTFW, KFWR,
KRVF and KRVA.

6.

Sister company Omnia Audio said
Omnia.11 broadcast processors are
now in operation at KBIG(FM) Clear
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Channel in Los Angeles; at WHKQ(FM)
in Orlando, Fla.; and at KOJB(FM) in
Cass Lake, Minn. ...
Italy's Radio Maria purchased 38
Tieline Bridge- IT IP audio codecs to
use as IP links. The codecs will distribute broadcasts to various transmission
sites in Italy. Charlie Gawley, Tieline's
vice president of sales for APAC and

Catch the wave Call your broadcast experts today.
Bill Gould ( 978) 373-6303

I Dave Chancey ( 805) 968-9621 ext 213

www moseleysb com

EMEA, said the product was tested at
several sites over several months. ...
Beasley Broadcasting purchased sev-

_.,.....111111111111111r

eral Elenos 1and 2 kW transmitters as
back-ups at its facility in Estero, Fla.,
according to Elenos U.S. Sales Direc-
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BY JAMES CARELESS
Two radio markets, one city: that's the best way to
describe the radio industry here in Montreal.
Serving a mainly French-speaking metropolitan
area that is approaching 4 million in population size,
this cosmopolitan Quebec city is home to both Frenchand English-language radio stations. Each group serves
its own advertising base and is governed by different
government regulations.
Music and talk formats dominate. But Montreal is
also home to specialty stations serving arange of niche
communities. These include stations serving multiple
language groups, the city's long-established Jewish
community, Aboriginals and gays/lesbians/bisexuals/
transgenders.
That said, it is the French/English divide that defines
Montreal into two distinct radio markets, collectively
supporting eight French and five English stations. As
defined by the Canadian radio ratings service BBM,
the "average daily universe" for Montreal French
radio is about 2.96 million, while the English audience
equivalent is 843,000.
TWO RULEBOOKS
"Language is the big thing," said Steve Faguy, a
Montreal Gazette newspaper reporter who covers local
media, and also blogs on the subject at fagstein.com.
"This, combined with the fact that Montreal is the hub
of French media in Canada as much as Toronto is the
hub of English media, means that there's alot of stuff
that gets produced in this city," he said.
Mane across the Montreal radio bands — either
on AM and FM — and you'll hear amix of talk and
music. Although the languages used are either French
or English, the overall sound is the same. Whatever
their mother tongue, Montrealers love engaging conversations and good songs.
Unfortunately, the rules are not the same for Frenchand English-language broadcasters. In abid to protect
the French language, the Canadian Radio-Television
and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) —
Canada's version of the FCC — has decreed that
French language stations must play at least 65 percent
French vocal music. This high threshold is meant to
protect Quebec's French majority from being overwhelmed by the English-speaking cultures of both
Canada and the United States.
Meanwhile, in a bid to foster English Canadian
music, the CRTC requires English-language stations to
play at least 35 percent Canadian-made vocal content.
Since the English language is not seen as being at risk,
the content requirement is significantly lower than the
65 percent rule for French-language stations.
Like people around the globe, French Canadian listeners want to hear English-language songs, specifically
the biggest hits coming from the United States and the
United Kingdom. This poses a tremendous dilemma
for Astral Media, which owns five radio stations in
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Montreal. Two of these stations — CKMF(FM) and
CITE(FM) — broadcast in French. The other three —
CJFM(FM), CHOM(FM) and CJAD(AM) — broadcast
in English.
"We own Virgin (CJFM) and CHOM ( both music
stations), and when we look at their numbers, between
65 and 70 percent of their audience are French:' said
Charles Benoit, EVP of Astral Radio (part of Astral
Media). At Virgin Radio U.K., which Benoit describes
as being Montreal's "big number one radio station," this
works out to "more than amillion French listeners."
UNINTENTIONAL CONSEQUENCES
Unfortunately for Astral Media, the company's
advertisers refuse to pay for its English stations' French
listeners. That's the way things operate here: French
listeners are to be reached only on French stations, and
English on English. Any crossovers simply don't count
— at least for the people who buy airtime.

Despite unique challenges,
Montreal remains agood place to
do radio.

That may seem counterintuitive in a city where
most residents are bilingual, but it suits the advertisers.
After all, this deliberately blinkered model means that
they are actually paying less money to reach the same
overall audience.
Mindful of this, Quebec's French-language broadcasters have tried creative ways to retain their listeners
while playing within the rules. The most notable tactic
is the "music montage," combining aseries of English
tunes into an extended segment. The montage is then
officially logged as asingle song, to legally stay within
the CRTC's language quota.
Unfortunately for the broadcasters, the CRTC is
cracking down on this loophole. As a result, Benoit
expects these broadcasters to lobby hard to have the 65
percent rule changed when the CRTC next reviews its
radio policies. "We'll try to fight the quota and get it
down to amore reasonable 50/50," he said.
Despite these unique challenges, Montreal remains a
good place to do radio. "The French language market is
worth around CA$102 million, while the English market is worth around CA$44 million:' said David Bray,
a respected Canadian radio consultant and president
of Bray & Partners. "Business-wise, these are vibrant
markets."
Benoit agrees: "The average Montreal resident still
listens to radio more than 21 hours aweek:' which is
good by Canadian radio standards.

Most of Montreal's FM and TV transmitters are atop
Mont Royal in the center of town.

GOOD INVESTMENT
Montreal's radio markets are so good, in fact, that
new stations are being started here. For instance,
Tietolman-Tétrault-Pancholy Media has won aCRTC
license to launch a new French-language talk station on 940 AM and is seeking an English language
talk license for 600 AM. Adding new stations in
the Montreal market is "a good investment:' said
Paul Tietolman, a managing partner with TietolmanTétrault-Pancholy Media.
If there's a moral to this story, it is that two radio
markets can reside in the same city, with both making
money while doing so. Granted, the Montreal radio
industry is pretty unique by North American big city
standards. But as aFrench-dominated city in Englishdominated North America, so is Montreal.
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ESPN Assesses Cross-Platform Behaviors
Arbitron and ComScore take adifferent look
at consumer/media interactions across media
BY DEE MCVICKER
Just about the time we finally warm
to the fact that our audience is tuning
in, along comes anew breed of listener
with asmartphone in one hand, an iPad
in the other, an eye on television, an ear
to radio and aPC within arm's reach.

II CROSSPLATFORM
The changing habits and new devices
of today's consumers are major game
changers for radio broadcasters and
other purveyors of advertising, who are
looking to anew audience measurement
project initiated by ESPN for answers.
Arguably the largest sports network
around, with the broadest reach into all
five platforms, ESPN has been studying
multiplatform use for 12 years. In October, the network teamed up audience
measurement pros Arbitron and ComScore to launch the first-ever five-platform audience measurement initiative.
RADIO, 'FRONT AND CENTER'
Until now, cross-platform audience
measurements from research companies
like Nielsen largely have centered on
television and online video use, with
little if any measured consideration of
radio use.
By enlisting Arbitron's PPM technology and ComScore's Internet and panelmeasurement methods and technology,
ESPN expects to gain insight into the
behavior of its sports fans, who tend to
be higher wage earners and loyal radio
listeners as well as early adopters of
new technology, according to Glenn
Enoch, ESPN's vice president of integrated research in New York.
"We've done different studies that
indicate something like one-in-six minutes that people spend with ESPN, they
spend on an ESPN radio affiliate. Radio
is very big in sports, and it's big for

.
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ESPN in a way that it is not for other
content providers. For us, it's front and
center, and that's why it was important
that radio be one of the platforms we
study here," said Enoch.
The plan is to combine the tried and
true measuring technologies of both
companies, in order to arrive at overlapping behavior findings that will be
useful to ESPN, and eventually to other
content providers. They hope to discover how and when individuals are
exposed to content while listening to the
radio and using asmartphone or tablet
at the same time (for example).

as well as online and mobile video, PC
web, mobile Web, apps, tablets, digital
audio and radio.
"We're watching this very closely,
because it's the first initiative that has
to do with unduplicated reach and frequency on abig scale:' said Jane Clarke,
managing director for the Coalition for
Innovative Media Measurement in New
York, agroup of content providers and
media agencies formed in 2009 to foster
new media measurement technologies
and methods.
She says the media industry has
embraced multiplatform use as the new
normal, citing one important initiative
known as Touchpoints, now being used
by Katz and other media buyers as an
integrated channel-planning tool. But

It's the first initiative that has to do with
unduplicated reach and frequency on abig scale.
—Jane Clarke,
Coalition for Innovative Media Measurement
"We already know that they're using
iPhones and listening to radio," Enoch
said. "The tricky part is figuring out
the duplicated audience across the platforms. How many people are watching
TV and using a PC? How many are
listening to radio and using their smartphones, but not their tablets? That's the
kind of measurement we don't have and
we hope to get from this."
The trio finalized their partnership
during Advertising Week in New York.
ComScore brings to the table critical Web data points and demographic information taken from
the browsing and transaction
behavior of approximately 2
million opt-in Internet users
on PCs, mobile devices and
TV set-top boxes. Arbitron
brings to the table its
"Portable
People
Meter" technology,
covering
some
70,000
opt- in
people
across
the country.
For its part,
ESPN contributes some 110
million
weekly
sports fans who reach
across video, audio and
display content on TV,
iStockphotoNalerie Loiseleu

what has been lacking is away to measure cross-platform usage of individuals, or what Clarke calls asingle-source,
multiscreen measurement.
FORMING 'TOUCH POINTS'
Explained Clarke, "This particular
area of cross-platform research is really
important because it's understanding
how an exposure to an ad or content
occurred across all these platforms in
an unduplicated way. So for a certain
number of impressions for an
ad, was it the same person
that saw that ad anumber of times across all
platforms? Or, was it
unique people across
all those platforms
that saw that ad?"
Of interest are 31
different
consumer
behaviors — 31 represents
the number of circles
drawn for each platform as well as
their overlapping
circles as they relate
to each other.
Both Arbitron and
ComScore did similar,
yet separate, research
on a much smaller
scale under CIMM pilot

studies. The ESPN/ComScore/Arbitron
partnership up-sizes the scale and scope
of research and adds the fifth platform:
Radio.
The two companies play on each others' strengths and weaknesses, too.
ComScore offers methodologies
combining data received from its optin panelists with the server traffic data
to get the scale needed for meaningful
audience measurement. Arbitron's PPM
offers both an individual measure of
media consumption, as well as amobility aspect that is hard to replicate with
other methods.
"Arbitron has been so innovative with
their PPM. Without that whole footprint
for radio, we wouldn't be where we're at
with this," said Clarke, who cited CNN,
CBS and Univision as afew of CIMM's
members interested in the radio findings of the multiplatform study.
Initial findings from the five-platform study could be available for industry consideration and use as early as next
year, with phase two expected to follow
soon after. Phase two will broaden in
scope to measure advertiser campaigns
and eventually could be available as a
syndicated model available to advertisers and advertising agencies.
"This is about forming touch points
with sports fan throughout the day.
Twenty years ago if you advertised on
ESPN, you were basically reaching TV
audiences, mostly at home," said Enoch.
"Now if you advertise on ESPN, you can
reach fans the minute they get up in the
morning to the moment they go to bed
at night."
Dee McVicker writes regularly on
the broadcast industry.
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Simian Remote
is available for PC, ¡ Phone, and iPad

Simian Gateway opens aportal into your Simian 2.2 etei'
Radio Automation, enabling real-time remote control and
advanced Remote Voice Track creation over the internet.
Live Remote Control

Full Featured Remote Voice Tracking

Cost Effective

The Simian Gateway offers aTCP/IP portal into your
Simian 2.2 Pro automation system so that Simian
Remote for PC and Simian Remote for iPad can
connect to your automation system. The Simian
Gateway manages up to ten connections from
Simian Remote dients to asingle Simian 2.2 Pro
On-Air or Production installation over your local
area network or across the internet. Each person in
amulti-talent program can have their own interface!

With Simian Gateway and Simian Remote clients,
you now have the ability to create and insert voice
tracks remotely!
We aren't talking a simple
insertion of arecorded audio file. Simian Remote's
advanced voice track editor can download intro
and segue cuts that the Simian Gateway creates for
the songs surrounding your voice track so that you
can fully preview and set cross-over points for your
yoke track!

Simian Gateway comes at avery affordable add-on
price to Simian 2.2 Pro. Contact BSI Sales for pricing
information.
Simian Remote clients are completely free. All you
need is the Simian Gateway and you can install and
run aSimian Remote client on as many devices as
you wish. There are Simian Remote dent versions
for both Windows PC and iPad.

Simian Gateway runs alongside
Simian 2.2
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More Information Call: 1- 888- BSI-USA- 1 -

sales@bsiusa.com

Web: www.bsiusa.com
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Bring Out the Best in Your Listeners

PROMO

POWER

How to address negative feedback with grace and aplomb
Being dissatisfied about something
is part of human nature; so it's not news
that radio stations hear complaints from
listeners on aregular basis.
It used to be that the vast majority of
such complaints would funnel through
the request lines in the control room.
To music stations, most of the griping
would be about the songs played: "Why
do you constantly play the same stuff!"
"That song sucks!" "You play that song
every day at the same time. Ican set my
watch to it!" Et cetera.
If a caller sounded serious enough
about an issue, the DJ typically would
either take down the caller's number
and give it to the program director, or
ask the caller to phone the PD directly.
While complaints still do come in
via phone, most are now showing up
on Facebook, 1N/titter and email. Which
means that often station managers tend
to view complaints as anuisance and a

Mark Lapidus
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A complaint is an opportunity for a station to turn a detractor into afan.
waste of time.
However, Icontinue to believe that a
complaint is an opportunity for astation
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to turn adetractor into a fan. Because
of the viral nature of social networks,
it's more important than ever to have a
standard operational procedure in place
to deal with disgruntled listeners.
Let's look at aways for you to develop your own plan.
TRIAGE SYSTEM
Complaints range anywhere from
trivial to a potential lawsuit waiting to
happen. Staff members who respond
to listeners via email or phone — and
especially those who handle social
media — must understand the difference and be able to triage acomplaint
so it can be processed quickly and
appropriately.
Your "Level One" complaint might
concern music repetition, talk show
topics, the number of commercials and
other mundane issues. PDs should of
course be aware of these; but the talent
and producers should be equipped to
deal with such issues on their own.
"Level Two" complaints could center
around poor reception or interference
on-air or online; alleged on-air or online
misinformation; or something said or
written by astation personality.
"Level Three" complaints could be
alleged personal attack, contest fraud or
charges made against a station staffer.
These are serious enough to warrant
attention from your GM. Issues that
fall into the levels two and three should
immediately be forwarded up a notch
to higher management so they get dealt
with directly. These kinds of complaints
also require supreme listening skills and
communication finesse.
Set a station-wide time window for
dealing with complaints. The method
of response must also correspond to
the medium used to lodge the gripe.
For example, Facebook posts are most

2
11

relevant when they are fresh because
they are more likely to be seen virally
by more people. (Note that time can
work against you when dealing with a
viral tweet.)
Direct emails and phone calls, which
are still one-on-one communication,
can probably wait abit longer; however,
since our society's patience is diminishing, don't put off getting back to
someone by the appropriate deadline.
Typically, it just makes matters worse.
Ignore issues at your own peril, especially in the social space where pile-ons
happen quickly and negativity spreads
about your brand. It's amazing how
many stations today have Facebook
pages where listeners are just trying to
communicate and nobody is responding.
Hello ... is anyone home? Or is a
machine running your radio station?
OUCH!
Here's the opportunity part: When
you begin adialogue with alistener and
he or she senses that you care about his
or her concerns, most of the time the listener will thank you. He or she will even
say something nice about your station.
Remember, people listen and interact
with your brand because they like you
in the first place. If they didn't enjoy
something about your product or what
you're doing, they wouldn't try to contact you to tell you about it at all.
And then there are occasions when
you have to extend yourself abit to convert atemporary enemy.
Here's an extreme example, but one
I'll never forget. Iwas watching aprize
crew hand out CDs prior to aconcert.
One of the genius interns decided it
would be more fun to throw the CDs,
like they were Frisbees, into the crowd.
You guessed it: A CD slammed into
a concertgoer's head, cutting him with
its sharp corner. Fortunately, having
served as witness to this sad state of
affairs, Iwas able to rush over to the
injured party. After buying him abeer
and offering him free concert tickets to
the next show at the venue, Ihad made a
new friend who was prepared to forgive
and forget.
Don't underestimate the power of
a personal conversation, whether via
social, email, phone or in-person. That
"real" interaction allows us to connect
as human beings — and with effort we
can make friends and bring out the best
in people.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media and alongtime contributor to Radio
World. Email marklapiduseverizon.net.
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MARKETPLACE
Audio-Technica is excited about its new, high- end
studio microphone, the AT5040.
The 5040 is intended to be the

AQUIRA 2.0:

first of the 50 Series of high- end
studio mics. It celebrates Audio-

fic and billing platform.
Proposal and contract warnings are now

'PROFOUND REALISM':

Technica's 50th anniversary. Price:
$2,999.
A-Tsays the side- address condenser is notable for " remarkably
musical high fidelity performance ... profound realism and
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released Aquira 2.0, the
newest version of its traf-
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displayed for inventory levels and accounts
receivable status to alert
approvers such as sales,
AR and traffic. Client
security can now be set
independently for leads, prospects and clients. " Station group ver-
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depth, presence and purity of
sound." The company calls this
model its " ultimate studio vocal
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sions" allow you to configure changes to the station clusters in your
radio business.
Also, rate cards and base rate cards have been enhanced to have
allow more flexibility for managing rates and weekly half hour move-

microphone."
It uses four extremely thin
(2 micron) rectangular diaphragms; the designers believe
this approach gives it acombined
surface area that standard round
diaphragm can't offer.
The 5040 is suitable as avocal
mic and for recording acoustic
instruments such as piano, guitar,
strings and saxophone.
Info: www.audio-technica.com

PHOENIX ON THE MOVE:

RCS

able/flexible spot format is now available.
Additionally, Aquira 2.0 can import master data from Excel and import
an Airwaves booking from AirMail.
RCS also announced improvements for the Aquira Online program, a
Web- based sales tool.
Weekly moveable/flexible spot formats are available. The system
offers performance optimizing for the spot grid for larger proposals and
contracts. Proposal and contract warnings are now displayed for inven-

AEQ released several new features for the Phoenix

Studio and Phoenix Mercury.
Tie PhoenixControl remote control software, shown, allows users to manage and

tory levels and AR status to alert approvers such as sales, AR and traffic.
Client security can now be set independently for leads, prospects and
clients. Station group versions allow users to configure changes to the
station clusters in aradio business. Avails, budget, revenue, spot analysis
and transactions report categories are now available.
Info: www.rcsworks.com/en/

configure all AEQ audio codecs remotely — with the exception of the Phoenix Mociile —

Pho•né.

through any PC running on Windows. The software delivers additional functions such as
common and individual phonebook management with import/
export utilities, events log,
configuration save/load/reset,
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and remote high- resolution VU
meters.
The new software perm .ts the
user to visualize each insta:laton as atile of individual control windows or as a list. AEQ
provides asingle-codec version
of the PhoenixControl software
as standard. Multi-codec management is available for download at an additional optional
license fee.
The company also announced
its advanced SNMP manage-

ment system, which authorizes Phoenix codecs to communicate with up to three clients,
allowing integration into an existing system ( including equipment from different manufacturers). The SNMP provides general alarms such as no audio, and loss of connection,
ard if a problem is detected, the PhoenixControl software can examine the faulty unit in
further detail.
The new mukiple-unicast feature rreans Phoenix codecs can now send IP audio streams
to multiple destinations, using standard broadcast and multicast addresses within local
networks or a predefined list of remote IP addresses. Thus the operator can select a
single contributing source from a remote network location and send to acentral station.
This feature, says AEQ, is particularly useful since it allows the operator to send the same
program to several regions or transmitters using asingle codec for transmission.
Info: http://aeq.eu/

TELOS VX SOFTVVARE:

Telos updated its IP-based VX broadcast
Ethernet phone system.
Updates are available for the main VX engine, Version 1.1.1 and for the

VSet12 handset, Version 1.1.0.
According to arelease the update should improve noise gating functions, improve caller ID functions, tweak NTP performance add DTMF
tones in " on- air" mode and support Nortel CS1000 switches.
The VSet should now be able to be configured and updated via Axia
iProbe network management software.
Info: http://telos-systems.com/support/software.htm
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WGN
(continued from page 1)

of the old one," Langmyer recalls of
the phone call when he summoned the
67-year-old Carollo.
"I think my sales skills worked."
Carollo continued to work apart-time
schedule in November and December of
2011 as he sketched out initial plans for
the move. At the end of 2011, Tribune
management signed off on the relocation, giving Carollo and his team just
six months to clear out of their groundfloor digs.
"The nice thing about working for
WGN is that you get to do the project
the way you think it should be done,
which you don't get to do everywhere,"
Carollo says. He prepared abudget for
the move, which Tribune accepted without change, and the whirlwind project
was underway.
"I had a lot to do in a short time,"
Carollo recalls. "By the time we got to
April, it became pretty much afull-time
thing. Iwas working from six in the
morning until six at night, but we got
it done."
Much of WGN's new space on the
seventh floor had been occupied by
offices for the McCormick Foundation,
the charitable legacy of the longtime Tribune publisher, Col. Robert
McCormick. The foundation moved out
after McCormick's heirs sold the company, freeing the space for the radio
station, which shares the seventh floor
with CNN's Chicago bureau offices and
the Campbell Hall meeting room, which
was, fittingly, one of the original TV
studio spaces.

Jim CaroIto and former GM Tom Langmyer in the newly completed rack room.

Divided into three "pods,- WGN's
new home spans both the original
Tribune Tower and an addition that was
built in the 1950s for TV. An area on
the north side of the TV addition now
provides office space for WGN Radio's
top management and its programming

staff, as well as three production studios. Down acorridor on the east side
of the building, WGN's new sales and
conference area enjoys ascenic view out
to Lake Michigan afew blocks away.
Most of WGN's broadcast operations
are housed in the third part of the facil-

ity, in the original Tribune Tower building facing westward out to the bustle of
Michigan Ave.
Langmyer says the windows on the
seventh floor make a big difference to
a staff that had been deep inside the
ground floor studios.
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"The studios and guts of the station
were all inside the building, so you
could be doing all these shows and
people would have no visibility inside,"
he recalls.
The new studio area includes apair
of air studios arrayed along a corridor
across from anew rack room and atraffic studio. On the other side of the studio
core, WGN's new newsroom also enjoys
the Michigan Avenue view as well as
sightlines into asports office/studio and
an office/studio area for WGN's iconic
agricultural director, Orion Samuelson.
THE SYSTEM
"The audio system is mainly Wheatstone:' Carollo said, which is also in
place on the TV side. "Rather than
reinvent the wheel, we wanted to be
compatible with what they know there."
For astation that's heavily dependent
on telephone talk, the choice of aphone
system was acritical decision. "We had
to replace the custom phone system we
built in 1995. It came from Gentner,
which of course is no longer in business.
It was apurely analog system, which in
today's world no longer flies."
In its place, WGN picked the Telos
VX system. "It's expandable, it's digital
and for the future it's going to be what
we need."

Before: The old rack room.

(continued on page 34)

new
HIGH EFFICIENCY

TRANSMITTERS
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NEWS:
. !Efficiency up to 84%

SERIES:

.TFT Screen & Touch Keyboard

•
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.Consumption optimization & noise decrease by means of the speed control of cooling fans

•
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•
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•
EM 24000

.Remote control & Telemetry
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WGN
(continued from page 33)
Amidst the new consoles and phone
system, Carollo decided to move one
piece of the old facility essentially
unchanged, sticking with the existing
version of BE AudioVault that was running in the downstairs studio.
"We felt it would be too much of a
shock to the engineering department
and to the station to put in anew automation system, even just to move up
to the current version of AudioVault,"
Carollo says. "We had enough redundancy in the system, with multiple servers in multiple rooms, that we could
move the backup server to the seventh
floor while we stayed in operation from
the main server downstairs."
When you're moving a big-market
station, the quirks of the air talent come
into play, too, which is why a pile of
older MiniDisc recorders made the trip
upstairs.
"Some of the talent still like to use
MiniDiscs," Carollo says, "but every20 video router," Carollo says. But the
team wanted something more elaborate
for webcasts and simulcast with the TV
operation, so it put in HD cameras on
the LAN. His colleagues on the TV side
helped design that.
The new video system puts a split
screen on the 24- inch monitors in each
studio, allowing hosts and producers to
easily see who's ready to go on the air,
including the TV weather forecasters
who deliver their reports from the TV
studios several miles away.

icons such as Bob Collins had worked,
was preserved intact as a donation
to the nearby Museum of Broadcast
Communications, where it will eventually be reassembled for display.
"We had about five days to move
what we really needed into apart of the
ground floor that wasn't being demolished:' Carollo recalls. "The strangest
thing was to walk into the space that
had been aradio station just aweek ago,
and there was almost no trace that it had
ever been aradio station."

The nice thing about working for WGN is that you
get to do the project the way you think it should be done,
which you don't get to do everywhere.
where there's MiniDisc, there's also a
new flash drive recorder, so we're getting them moved over."
The different needs of different talent
are reflected in the new studios' layouts
as well. The large "Studio A" at the end
of the corridor is designed for combo
operation and the large cast of WGN's
Garry Meier morning show.
"About 85-90 percent of our programs run combo:' Carollo says, "but
for other shows, especially 'Extension
720' [ WGN's evening talk show], we
need a separate operator, so we had to
have a studio that was designed to do
that." WGN also holds the play-by-play
rights for Cubs baseball, Blackhawks
hockey and Northwestern University
sports, which all require board operators but not necessarily studio hosts.
"So that second studio, Studio B,
we divided into a dual-function studio so it can be a combo studio or an

operator studio."
When there are multiple sports teams
playing at once, the production studios
on the administration side of the building can also be brought into play, providing still more options to meet WGN's
programming needs.
Adding the rebuilt Showcase Studio
to the mix — it's in use most days from
9a.m. until II p.m. unless WGN is running sports — gives Carollo and his
engineering team plenty of flexibility
for maintenance and emergency repairs.
Because the new studio layout did not
allow for sightlines between the newsroom and the air studios, or between
the traffic studio and the air studios,
Carollo turned to high-definition video
to link the rooms and provide continuity
on the air.
"On the first floor, we had simple
security-type cameras in every room so
you could see the host, and just a20-by-

—Jim Carollo
As the clock ticked down to the July
Ideadline to be out of the ground-floor
space on the south side of Tribune
Tower, Carollo was working right up
to the deadline to get everything ready
upstairs.
"I turned it on June 30 at 10 p.m., two
hours before that day ended." Carollo
says. "Imade July 1by two hours."
Once the new studios went on the
air on the seventh floor, Carollo had
to move very quickly to salvage anything that was still needed from the
old studios. Some peripheral equipment, including CD players and those
MiniDisc recorders, was moved upstairs
to the new studios. The contents of
WGN's large main talk studio, where

Once the initial rush of the move
was over, Carollo still had to oversee the reconstruction of the Showcase
Studio, the last piece of the facility to
be updated.
"It took about two months to fine-tune
everything," Carollo says. On August 24,
he celebrated his last day as afull-time
WGN employee, but he still spends aday
a week at Tribune Tower to make sure
everything's functioning smoothly.
Langmyer says the result reflects
the importance Tribune places on its
lone remaining radio property. Without
disclosing specific numbers, Langmyer
says WGN spent "north of amillion dollars for the studios alone," in addition to
the cost of the office relocation.
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voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.

www.Acousticeust.com
ANTENNAS

FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

I

Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
MICROPHONES/

Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

SPEAKERS/AMPS

610-458-8418
610-458-5575
wswientennalD.com

AUDIO PROCESSING
INCLUDES ON- AIR)

HEADPHONES/

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com
MISCELLANEOUS

WANT TO SELL
Vorsis AirAura FM audio
processor, includes latest software, only used a few weeks
at WHKQ in Orlando, $ 7500.
ponsonbybritt@rocketmail.com.

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent,
NE

11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
68164 402-493-1886 Email:

CGoodrich@tconl.com

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord schedule' ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
Optimod 8100, BO; CRI
left & right processors, BO;
DeMark automation system
for AM, FM, News, Productions
and server, includes all cables,
computers, BOB's, sound cards
and two music libraries, taken
out of service this year, $ 6000.
Bill Hearst, clarionradio@comcast.net.
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WANT TO BUY

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
;Standard & Custom Wording
ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
Email us for afree PDF catalog

•Rathatain Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

!arbog and Prool ,,ang
tasitt -tli 784-7 34 1

Since 1948

651-784-7445
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•Allocation .
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WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO,
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc, Iwill pay for
copies... Feel free to call me at
925-284-5428 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off

•Radio and television laçiliIy
cover ape prcdictionN. upgrade.
têtOADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Strict From Allot-Mix, go
)peration AM/FM/UV/AUX Senk vs:
Bad Wiwi:Amen. and
IkNign

Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Brass connecting rod, connects two bullets in an ERI 1
bay antenna and also the rob
approx. 12 inches by 1
/ inch that
2
connects to the nut protruding
from the white insulator in the
center of the antenna element.
Contact Ken: kendiebelOyahoo.
corn or 318-728-2370.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16 mm
musical films produced in the early
50s. Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

studics. and 1
acilit
.

dcsign

c application prcp.tration

•Contact Clarence M. Beverage
or Laura M. Mizrahi

Over 45 years engineering
atul consulting eaperience

-Communications
Technologies, Inc.

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.
brock.com

KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the K.L.X kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-184-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

icattion C.rasultanfi•

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AWFWTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Serving Broadcasters

5844 Harnline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 05126
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ACOUSTICS

Tee.-

Consulting Communications Engineers

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

Doug Vernier

OWL ENGINEERING INC.

Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

lei .( 856) 985-00 -N V,
.
comintet

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would

be glad to help you with any

of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM
ASSOCIATES
,74 I
kcal. , uor
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STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
WKLB Radio in Manchester,
KY, good price on 5000 AM
104.5 FM translator, been 31
years and now retiring. Call
606-598-6638 leave amessage.
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
RCA's famous microphones,
discutter, remote mixer/
McIntosh tube poweramp's/
Ampexes & new tape/more.
gramophone@earthlink.net.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT

1•,, 5

Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

b. SOW RF output, continuous duty!
Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
wil pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three

V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.ramseyelectronics.com

800-446-2295
reM
-12

In Our 36th Year!
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Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

Used FM Transmitters
100

W

2008

BE FM100C

500

W

2000

BE FM 500C

5

KW

2005

Harris Z5CD, solid-state. unused.

10

KW

1993

Harris Platinum 10CD, solid-state

20

KW

2006

BE FM20S, solid-state

30

KW

1988

Harris FM3OK
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Used AM Transmitters
2.5

KW

1991

Nautel Arnpfet ND2.5, solid-state

5

KW

1991

Nautel Ample! ND5, solid-state

10

KW

1991

Nautel Ampfet ND10, solid-state
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nautei
crown

Please see our website for acurrent listing
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TV Transmitters- Analog and Dotal
Used FLO TV Transmitters
• • Rohde & Schwarz' • Harris Masiva

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eduioment
Bird Wattmeter with Elements

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

Orban Optimods 8100XT, 8100A1
BE FC30, SCA Generator
New Phase Technologies PT330D

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
RPU, MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS
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To Order- 1-800-881-2374 • Outside U.S. (352) 59?- 7800 • Se 1-labia Español

RF PARTS -CO.

Conti/wad (le_ctlortic.3

NM)

C Electronics
An Intentanonal Distributor of RF Components

Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
,Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

O-737-2787

760-744-0700

Worldwide Availability

rfp@rfparts.com
-

www.rfparts.com

Made in U.S.A.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax (650) 592-9988

800-441 - 8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1 - 215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. ot 402-493-1886 day or night,
vrerw.goodrichenterprises.com

Visit our Web Site at
wwweimac.com
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POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing a
good nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles
area? Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC
Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/Contract work.
Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
mitchel I
rakoff@ya hoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing
writer/talk show host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out www.
bleacherreport.com
for samples. Call 214-384-5812
or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.
Bilingual with great programming/sports skills,
either On-Air/Support Positions. Passion for broadcasting, and enjoys challenges. Outgoing, reliable,
efficient, methodical and quick. Alonzo, 469-386-5459
or alonzoeolmedo@yahoo.com.

1'DJJ»

Bilingual with lots of ambition, cooperation, out
of the box ideas, and overall creative directions to
writing and voiceover projects. Jesse, 817-247-2305 or
castrojesse15@yahoo.com.
Broadcast and production talent wants to work
for you! Lively, quick wit, ad-lib, creative copy/prep,
responsible, coachable, and takes initiative. Stephon,
469-531-3128 or sclark927@gmaitcom.
Professional with personality, articulate & entertaining. Have what it takes to be your #1Guy. Creative
commercial & copywriting. Alan, 580-484-0059 or Alan.
Christy@live.com

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

Call David Corson for all the details at
I

Sports enthusiast with vast knowledge of games/
teams. Attention to detail, hard worker, reliable, punctual, flexible and takes direction well. Steven Johns,
817-863-1426 or sjohns82@hotmail.com.
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Comments sh wn were posted by readers to stories that
appear at radi world.com. For links to the original stories,
see radioworl .comilinks

Radio World Talkback
"I program a 100 watt LPFM. With good propagation, it gets about

"The following quotes tells us

10-12 miles. With bad propagation, it gets about five miles, An LPFM

humans how we really reason! :-)

should be able to be heard consistently 10 miles around its transmitter
site. The NAB is advocating for the big broadcasters, yet their charge
is to promote all of broadcasting. LPFMs should be allowed 250 watts,
where stations will fit. It's not unreasonable."

'Science advances one funeral at
a time.' — Max Planck, the father
of quantum theory,
'In questions of science, the

"I'm wondering why does NAB and NPR always oppose anything about

authority of a thousand is not

LPFMs? What are they scared about!? In LPFM new talents and program-

worth the humble reasoning of

ming could evolve, to make FM/AM radio exciting to listen, not like

a single individual.' — Galileo

today's auto-jock- computerized- boring- radio. LPFM isn't acompetitor to

Galilei."

NAB and NPR. The competitors are services like Pandora, Spotify and the
-on " Twisted Waves Revisited"

listeler's own music on his/her smartphone."
—

1Stockphoto/GeDrgios Kollidas

on "
Channel Spacing Is Concern as FCC Crafts More LPFM Rules

"Any proposal which requires the public to go out en masse
and buy new receivers is probably doomed. Unlike with television, which could get away with such a plan because it offered
unique programming, there is NO compelling reason for most of
the public to invest in new receivers — everything found on the
radio can be found through other media."

"Great description of what can be adaunting process if you're not familiar with how it
all goes together; the only change/addition I
would make is to finish it off with adhesivelined shrink tubing of the proper size over
the cable/barrel end of the connector to add
strain relief, and waterproofing if the connector will be exposed to the elements:'

— on "A Few Points About Channels 5 and 6"

— on "Installing Connectors the Right Way"
"Nice first move, Mr. Scarano: Take the greatest rock station in the entire
southeastern United States, a radio institution in Atlanta since 1974, and turn it
into yet a-lother superfluous pop outlet. Here's hoping that experiment fails. -

radioworld.com

- an "Scarano Takes Over CC Atlanta"
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OPINION

IREADER'SFORUM
HEY AM: TV NEEDS ITS
CHANNELS 5/6
When discussing the proposal to fit AM stations into
Channels 5 and 6 on the VHF band ("A Few Points About
Channels 5and 6," Nov. 7), I'm glad someone at the Broadcast
Maximization Committee finally acknowledged this inconvenient fact: the FCC's proposed confiscation of 120 MHz of
TV band spectrum and the repacking of thousands of DTV
stations into 40 percent less spectrum.
This will obviously necessitate the need for Channels 5and
6 by television broadcasters (yes, yes we all know low-band
VHF is kinda lousy for DTV).
Speculation among low-power TV broadcasters and translator owners is that VHF will probably be our new home —
and there are thousands of us.

But wherever LPTV and translators end
up is beside the point. And the key point is this: Putting AM
stations on another band does not solve the problems of the
AM band itself.
As noted, assigning AM stations on Channels 5 and 6
requires new radios and FM translators that will never replicate an AM station's full coverage.
If Commissioner Ajit Pai is serious about an AM revitalization initiative, then the FCC needs to consider how AM
stations can improve the listener experience within the band
itself — not elsewhere. It may involve tighter regulations on
unlicensed devices in addition to the boost in power that Mr.
Pai suggested.
If all digital AM is the answer, then the commission needs
to examine iBiquity's "annuity for life on the backs of radio
stations" license scheme.
Whether iBiquity acknowledges it or not, their licensing
arrangement is amajor impediment to many stations adopting
HD Radio, particularly in small markets. And given that there
are relatively few HD Radio receivers in the marketplace, perhaps the commission still has time to consider another digital
system for AM such as DRM, or to resurrect and mandate
AM stereo.
And if another band must be considered, how about petitioning the FCC to open up the shortwave bands for domestic
use?
Another problem AM station owners face is land-use issues
regarding their transmitter sites. The land is often worth more
than the towers sitting on it; and many people have taken
a NIMBY approach to allowing transmitter towers into the
neighborhood.

Can the FCC do more to encourage the development and
rapid implementation of new, more compact antenna designs
for city use? How about the use of asingle-frequency network
for AM?
Whatever can or can't be done in this area, the fact remains
that unless the clouds part and amiracle happens in Congress
or with the commission, television broadcasters are going to
be forced into amuch smaller slice of spectrum. And should
that happen, we will need Channels 5and 6for ourselves.
Daniel Brown
Owner/Station Manager
KSLN(LD) Channel 46
Morro Bay, Calif.

AM CALL TO ACTION
It's late Friday night and Ijust finished reading the latest
round of thinking as it pertains to digital AM radio.
It was mentioned that there needs to be achange of thinking, to use the mostly vacant TV channels just below the current FM band. To be honest, Ihave beat that horse to death and
have nothing to show for my efforts.
But what better way to offer some form of relief to AM
broadcasters that is actually aplus? Iknow that some would
say, "Wait, there are no receivers available to tune FM in the
old TV channels." But with current technology, that argument
just doesn't hold water.
In fact, Ihave a 20-year-old receiver that will tune the
entire TV band and play stereo FM. With the advent of
software-defined radios, there is no excuse not to consider
this option seriously.
Iunderstand that there is the government factor; but if they
are as serious as they say they are about lending ahand to AM
broadcasters, they have to change their thinking.
Unfortunately, all they can think about is broadband. How
many Wi-Fi systems do they think we need? Yes, there is
serious clogging of the 3G and 4G systems; but that's what
happens when you mass-market something that will break
your network. This was very poor planning. The same can
be said for the massive growth of cell phones. Why was this
growth asurprise?
There is still no excuse to refuse the idea that two TV channels could solve aworld of problems, with little fuss.
My original proposal would give AM broadcasters a
first shot at any new addition to the FM band that would be
created. Obviously, some broadcasters would not move, but
at least they would be offered the chance to advance their lot
in life.
Currently, due to FCC policy, we have 15,000 radio stations. In quite afew markets, the dial is saturated with stations
trying to survive in the radio forest.
We need to be serious about getting some room to thin out
the herd of stations. If room was created to move AM stations
into the VHF band, there would be room, and alevel playing
field for all. From there, it's amatter of what content makes
the winners and losers.
Yes, a move would be afinancial burden to a number of
stations; but would the move ultimately benefit the station
involved? In many cases, the answer would be a firm and
resounding yes.
The other fly in the ointment is receiver manufacturers. No
one can deny that they tend to drag their feet getting current
technology to market. Again, with the advent of SDR technology, there is no reason for this to be the case.
It's up to the power brokers whether this change happens,
or we are left in the same stalemate as we are now, trying to
patch afix.
Michael Payne
Twin Falls, Idaho
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DENVER, COLORADO

Yellow Shirt, Alan Roach ( left)
White Shirt, Ed McCaffrey ( right)

A MILE HIGH
WITH STUDIOHUB+
This is 850 KOA's L3rd consecutive
season
broadcasting
Denver
Broncos football as it's flagship
station, with 61 affiliates on
their network.
Alan Roach is the Broncos
Radio Network pregame host
and Sideline Reporter for the
away games. At home, he is the
Broncos' Stadium Public Address
Announcer. He is widely known for
being the voice of the NFL during
the Super Bowl and NFL Draft.
"The functionality is amazing.
I'm really happy that the
engineer won't have to worry
about setting up atalkback
system thru the mixer
anymore!"
Erik Hood, Station Engineer

Ed McCaffrey is a former wide
receiver for the Broncos Ed
had
13 year career in the NFL
with the Giants, 49ers, and then
the last nine years with the
Broncos. He's a 3—time Super
Bowl champion and i
—time
Pro Bowl player in 1998. This is

his first year doing color for the
Broncos' Radio Network.
And because they're so good at
what they do, this season they
got to specify to station engineer,
Erik Hood, EXACTLY what they
wanted in a custom sportscaster/intercom/mixer/headphone
box. Problem was, there wasn't
a pre-season to build it from
scratch, so Erik called Radio
Systems and we took it from
there. Using standard StudioHub+
components, along with factory
engineering and fabrication even
this custom application got built
and delivered on time.
So now, when Alan and Ed
call 'em — they can hear ' em too!

JOIN TEAM
RADIO SYSTEMS

roe*.

601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ o8o85
856-467-8000 phone; 856-467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com; sales@radiosystems.com

eAUDIOARTS
FLEXIBLE

AFFORDABLE

BUILT

TO

LAST

modular design + ease- of- use + value

Audioarts IP-12 = enlightenment
The IP-12's modern, modular design moves all audio, logic and

Speaking of modular design, the IP-12's construction is exactly that.

it

control outside the control surface and into a single rackspace audio

Need to replace a channel? Two screws and a connector is all

interface/mix engine ( called a BLADE). This gives you much greater

takes. Got automation? IP-12 is hardware- ready. We offer a software

mixing/processing capabilities as well as the ability to cost-effectively

driver that works seamlessly with the most popular automation

add on incredible functionality ( more audio sources, automation

platforms to give you control right from the console! And here's how

feeds, STL capabilities, multi- channel processing, more consoles,

easy it is to set up the new IP-12 console: Unbox it. Plug it in. You're

etc). And, if you've already got the WheatNet-IP Intelligent

ready to go. But don't let its simple setup fool you. It's one very

Network, it fits right in,(or, if not, what better place to start?).

powerful little console...
Ready for enlightenment? Contact your Audioarts dealer, give us
a call or visit us on the web today to learn more about the power,
flexibility and affordability of the IP-12.

MODULAR WHEATNET-IP NETWORKABLE CONSOLE
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iaudioartsengineering.com Isales@wheatstone.com

